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 Convenience versus
security – the industry
speaks…
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Welcome to the 15th issue of SECURE, where our topic this
issue is ‘Contactless Security’. In this issue the Silicon Trust
takes a closer look at the world of contactless technology and
its relevance on today’s secure documents.
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The world’s most comprehensive security document
and identity technology show

#

In-depth focus on ePassports, national ID cards, eVisas,
driving licences and other eIDs

#

#

Integration of large-scale security document
and identity infrastructure
SPECIAL FOCUS SESSIONS:
# Anticounterfeiting Technologies
# Intelligent Border Control

Whether you’re consciously aware

credit

of it or not, Contactless technology

networks,

is

prevalent

company building, or even identifying

in everyday life. Across the world,

themselves at border crossing points

contactless is becoming the technology

with

of choice, increasingly being integrated

identification cards or tokens.

becoming

increasingly

card,

travelling

gaining

contactless

on

transport

access

smart

to

their

card-based

into a variety of applications including:
transport, payment, access and border

However, as with all new technologies,

control and driving licenses.

the take up and roll out of new generation
applications is often met by a certain
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In some of the world’s largest cities such

amount of cynicism – and in this case, it

as London and Tokyo, many citizens’ are

centres around the element of security.

now making everyday transactions with

Naturally, organizations want to feel

contactless technology: from purchasing

confident that the technology they are

their morning coffee with a contactless

implementing for their users’ is both 
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 safe and secure. Therefore investment

the Silicon Trust Executive Council,

ID Solutions, explains how security

of security concepts for hardware based

ensuring

introduces and explains how contactless

precautions can be applied at the

security products.

that the correct level of security is met

technology is expected to be used in

personalization stage of manufacture,

for each particular application should

government led applications.

to

in

security

advancements,

benefit all stakeholders across the value
chain.

limit

the

possibility

of

product

counterfeiting.

Although nothing can be guaranteed
to be 100% secure, 100% of the time,

In the next chapter, we begin by

the Silicon Trust and its members, are

taking a look at contactless at work

In this issue’s Technology Corner, Holger

united in their objective to achieve the

In this issue of SECURE, key industry

in

case

Funke from HJP Consulting reports on

most effective level of security for each

players

and

studies including; contactless ticketing

the latest advancements in ePassport

individual application area. And with the

knowledge on contactless technology,

for transport on page 30 by Dr. Tilo

testing and interoperability guidelines

shift towards contactless firmly taking

and the age-old debate on ‘convenience

Pannenbäcker, Infineon Technologies

for contactless based applications on

root, the longevity of the technology

versus security’.

AG, and the Swedish eID project with

page 68. HID Global (on page 74) outline

looks set to stay; therefore it is more

Matti

President,

methods of best practice for contactless

important than ever to ensure that high

To kick off this issue’s topical debate,

Government Programs, Northern Europe,

access control system implementation,

security levels are met so the end user

The Silicon Trust investigates some of

Gemalto on page 34.

and on page 82 Peter Laackmann and

experiences nothing but convenience.

voice

their

opinions

some

application

Kovalainen,

specific

Vice

the main issues concerning contactless

Marcus Janke illustrate the next decade

in the media (page 12) and highlights

Geert Hoevenaars of Trüb AG writes

some of the key considerations that

about contactless technology and multi-

should be taken into account to ensure

application cards on page 38, before we

that contactless can be both convenient

look at the rise of NFC technology with

and secure. After which, SECURE speaks

Precise Biometrics (page 42) and Sour

exclusively with Jonathan Main, Chair

Chhor at SCM Microsystems’ (page 56)

of the Technical Committee for the NFC

examine how this can provide a platform

Forum on page 18, to find out how NFC

for multi-application use on a mobile

technology fits into the contactless arena.

phone handset.

Then on page 24, Emmanuel Ventadour,



Director Strategy & Communication,

Ending this chapter on page 62, Dr.

Government Programs and member of

Alexandra

Editorial

Koeninger

from

Ingo Liersch
Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

SAFE
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 Contactless –
as safe as houses?

Think again: you might be surprised

Implementation

how much contactless is now part

To get security levels right, you need

of everyday life. Take, for example,

to ensure system implementation is

By The Silicon Trust

a simple trip to the airport and you’ll

carefully planned and fully thought

see how ubiquitous the technology

out. What types of security are in

has

is

place? How convenient is it? Have you

likely to involve use of some kind of

achieved end-to-end security – or are

contactless token, such as a Shenzhen

there weak links that are susceptible

Tong or London Oyster card. Once

to attack? How do you ensure your

there, you decide you’d like a cup of

stakeholders are aware of the security

There’s nothing some of the world’s media likes more than a
bad news story. And anything involving public money, security
flaws or a system failure is likely to have them salivating over
their laptops as they write their latest exposé. But what does
this have to do with us? Surely a contactless card is something
that sits discretely in our wallet and is used only when our
minds are on something else, such as getting to work on time,
buying a newspaper or waiting for a train.

become.

Traveling

there

coffee or candy bar – bought using a
contactless payment card. And before
you can board your flight, you’ll have
to show your ePassport. The reason
why we don’t think too much about
our contactless cards and documents
is because they work: they enable us
to access a wide range of services and
products quickly, conveniently and
securely.

To get
security levels right,
you need to ensure
system implementation
is carefully planned
and fully
thought out.

But there’s a lot of work going on
behind the scenes to ensure the
technology

12
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works,

that

travelers

measures you’ve adopted so they have

can rely on their cards and that they

confidence in the system? What are

trust them. Get security levels right,

the risks of a security breach? And

and travelers won’t notice as they

what are the rewards of cracking the

dash through the airport departure

system for a fraudster or a hacker? For

lounge with their double mocha in

example, if it’s the ability to access

one hand and travel documents in the

a transport network for free rather

other. Get them wrong, and things

than paying a US$2 fare, the benefit

can quickly come to a grinding halt,

to criminals is significantly less than

instantly eroding consumers’ trust and

gaining access to secure premises to

damaging reputations.

carry out other types of crime.

Contactless – as safe as houses?

Secure 2/08
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 The mechanics of the system also

the

data during transmission. So data

Organizations also need to consider

need to be considered. The chip in the

reader and for a forged or cloned chip

exchanged between a document and

the

contactless token, card or ePassport

to then be produced. A contactless

a reader is protected by additional

document holder’s personal data is

needs power to function and as the

payment device conforming to ISO

countermeasures such as encryption.

introduced

document has to communicate with

14443 is typically designed to operate

Furthermore, the data integrity is

Once this has been completed, the

the reader device, a connection to

at a very short range of less than 2-4

checked for attempts at manipulation,

data is locked in the chip’s hardware

the outside world is required. With

inches from the Point of Sale (POS).

such

whether

to prevent unauthorized alteration. But

contactless technology, this connection

Other contactless standards, such

information stored in the chip have

how should an individual’s document

is established using an etched antenna

as ISO 15693 for vicinity cards, may

been changed.

be personalized and delivered to them?

or wire coil sealed in the contactless

offer a read distance of 1-1.5 meters,

Is it necessary for them to visit their

device and connected to the chip.

which is necessary for applications

local bank or a government authority

Using

communication,

like ski passes, however vicinity read

to sign for their contactless card or

no physical contacts are required. If

range is not suitable for ePassports

the document is put close to a reader,

or contactless payments where much

the reader will supply the chip with

shorter read distances are advisable.

contactless

between

the

document

and

As contactless transmission usually
takes place over a distance of just a

This

means

eID document? Or can it be mailed
securely?

IT system security
Behind most contactless schemes is
an IT system which stores and authenti

the

device to work it would have to be

contactless card or device is going to

installed very close to a document

in four key areas:

be read. There’s been some concern

reading machine – and so should

•	Secure authentication – ensures

expressed about whether it is possible

be easy to spot. But it has to be

that only legitimate users can

for a contactless card or document to be

assumed that, however unlikely it

Security levels

access certain data or perform

hacked when data is being transmitted

is to occur, it is possible to hack this

Organizations also require assurance

specific actions;

at

what

distance

The

personalization.

few centimeters, for an eavesdropping

that the technology provides rigorous

14

during

process.

must

consider

organizations

identifying

Behind most
contactless schemes
is an IT system
which stores
and authenticates
personal
user information.

current, and only at that point will it
be possible to send and receive data.

as

personalization

cates personal user information. These
have to establish and maintain security

•	Data confidentiality – ensures

levels of security, something best

that personal or sensitive data is

ePassports and eID cards

achieved

certified

protected from illegitimate users;

ePassports and eID cards require high levels of security. Consequently,

products that have been independently

•	Data integrity – ensures that data

chips used in these documents tend to conform to Common Criteria

evaluated.

Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) 5+ (high). For example, the chips used in

program, this could include certified

Germany’s ePassport received Common Criteria EAL5+ (high) certification

operating

from “Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik” (BSI).

management systems, firewalls, smart

data is made available to the right

cards and chips.

person whenever necessary.

Cause & effect

Silicon Trust
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by

choosing

Within

a

systems,

contactless

database

Contactless – as safe as houses?

is not purposefully changed by
illegitimate users;
•	Data availability – ensures that

Secure 2/08
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 These measures are normally achieved

for sure: any barrier aimed at defeating

•	Defining a modular security

working with the Card Committee,

using different forms of security. For

attacks will weaken over time as new

architecture for NFC-based

to support new requirements related

example, authentication can be carried

hacking methods are developed. It is

communications;

to contactless and NFC technology.

out using a password, a PIN, a biometric

therefore essential to take advantage

or a smart card, while confidentiality

of

and integrity can be maintained

emerge to ensure a system stays ahead

through encryption and firewalls.

of attackers.

new

security

techniques

•	Providing support and guidance to

that

other working groups on security-

deployment of contactless applications

related topics;

and services in a Secure Element

•	Defining common security

located in a mobile handset. The multi

requirements, and describing

Secure Elements aspects of this work

threat models relevant to NFC-

will be carried out by a Secure Element

based communications;

sub-Task Force.

Protecting the end user

Large

In the financial sector, where security

documents being transported nation

is important for promoting a positive

wide could also be susceptible to attack,

brand image, as well as protecting

something which actually happened

the bottom line, multiple levels of

in the UK in July 2008, when a van

security are added to reduce risk for

containing thousands of ePassports

Industry body GlobalPlatform launched

working hard to stay ahead of the

all parties involved in a transaction.

was hijacked. However, it is important

its Mobile Task Force last year to

game. With the media hungry for

These may include encryption, online

to remember that manufacturers equip

facilitate new business opportunities

stories of security breaches it’s in

authorizations, risk management and

security chips with transport keys. If

between the mobile sector and other

every stakeholder’s interests to ensure

fraud detection technologies to flag

chips are stolen while they’re being

industries. It has also worked with

that all parts of the process are secure.

up any potential fraudulent activity on

transported from the chip manufacturer

the

Just as houses need not only doors but

a card, as well as liability protection.

to the document producer, thieves

Standards

for

also windows to be securely locked

There are also rules governing floor

would be able to write their own data

several years on security aspects,

to achieve good levels of security,

limits – and this is where the trade-off

on them only if they knew the relevant

such as collaboration with the Card

so contactless technology requires

between security and convenience

transport keys.

Committee

development

a similar, seamless approach where

of the Confidential Card Content

there are no weak links. If this can

numbers

of

contactless

•	Defining, as needed, new NFCrelated security specifications.

Although nothing can be guaranteed
to be 100% secure, the industry is

really comes into play. For example, many

European

Telecommunications

Institute

on

the

(ETSI)

contactless payment schemes have a

Industry groups on board

Management

the

be achieved, the media will have to

£10/US$20 floor, which offers a good

Industry groups are also behind a host of

GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2,

look for bad news elsewhere, leaving

level of security, but may be too low for

security initiatives. For example, the

which enables application providers

transport operators, governments and

bars or restaurants where the average

Near Field Communication (NFC) Forum’s

to confidentially and independently

financial organizations free to carry

spend is likely to exceed this limit.

Security

manage

using

on making everyday transactions as

communication

quick and convenient as possible for

Technical

Working

Group

Amendment

applications

a

issues within the organization, and

network. During 2008, it has been

scheme,

provides security-related guidance for

developing the Contactless Services

security must continue to be at the

all its other technical activities. These

Amendment to the GlobalPlatform

forefront of all planning. One thing’s

activities include:

Card

Having

implemented

Cause & effect

a

Silicon Trust
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third

party

while

to

handles security and data protection
Post implementation

16

The main objective is to facilitate the

Specification

v2.2,

consumers.

m

again

Contactless – as safe as houses?
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 NFC – An opportunity for
innovative development

SECURE: Jonathan, please could you

a passive token, which respond to the

provide us with an overview of the

reader. NFC technology allows either

NFC Forum and its main objectives?

device to initiate communication.

and Vice President, Centre of Excellence for Mobile, Advanced Payments, MasterCard

JM: The NFC Forum is a not-for-

There are 3 modes of operation:

Worldwide

profit industry organization, whose

•	Reader/writer – where an NFC

mission is to advance the use of Near

device can read and write to tags

Field Communication technology by

or other cards. This mode can be

developing

ensuring

used for applications such as smart

interoperability among devices and

posters, where information may be

services, and educating the market

read from a poster, and also to allow

about NFC technology. More than

an NFC device to act as a reader for

150 companies, many of them leaders

existing contactless systems;

An interview with Jonathan Main, Chair of the Technical Committee (NFC Forum)

With contactless technology taking major strides in the cards
world, SECURE spoke with Jonathan Main, Chair of the
Technical Committee, NFC Forum, to find out how NFC (Near
Field Communication) is positioning itself in the contactless
business. And with security and privacy questions uppermost
in consumers’ minds, we ask him about how these concerns
can be addressed.

specifications,

in their markets, have teamed up to
achieve this goal.

Technology and market trends
SECURE: Please could you explain
what exactly NFC technology is?
Which application markets can benefit
from utilizing it, and how?

JM:

Near

technology

Field
is

Communications

based

on

existing

Near Field
Communications
technology is based on
existing contactless
technologies – namely
ISO/IEC14443
and the
JIS X 6319-4 (FeliCa).

contactless technologies – namely ISO/
IEC14443 and the JIS X 6319-4 (FeliCa).

18

Cause & effect
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The work of the NFC Forum has been

•	Card emulation – where an NFC

based on ISO/IEC18092, which defines

device can act as an existing

NFCIP-1, a protocol that combines

contactless card. This enables the

elements of the ISO/IEC 14443 and

use of an NFC device with existing

FeliCa™ technologies, while adding

systems such as transit, payment

an additional peer mode. Traditionally,

and identity, while allowing the

in contactless communications, one

flexibility and convenience of storing

device acts as a reader, and the other as

multiple ‘cards’ in a single device;

NFC – An opportunity for innovative development

Secure 2/08
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Any service is two sided – on the one

JM: The NFC Forum specifications are

hand, you need people capable of using

primarily focused on providing a set of

the service – you also need acceptance

interoperable communication protocols

locations where the service may be used.

over

It’s likely that the initial services will be

developed and run. The current focus is

those where the infrastructure already

on developing the protocols to support

exists, but as devices with NFC capabilities

interoperability. The Forum is also

become more prevalent, other services will

working on a device internal interface

be developed to make use of the NFC

to an NFC controller, a signature

devices that consumers already have.

mechanism for data from tags, as well

which

applications

can

be

as a number of reference applications
SECURE: It appears that the technology

such as connection handover.

is ready, but that deployment is slow –
why do you think this is?

SECURE: How does the NFC Forum
work alongside other standards bodies

devices together. There’s no need for

JM: Many of the use cases for NFC involve

such as GlobalPlatform and their

one

insertion of one device into another,

multiple parties. For example, NFC

Mobile Task Force?

another. Examples of uses here

or to give the device to another person

in mobile phones involves the consumer,

include the exchange of information

to read. NFC helps being contactless

the mobile operator, the service provider

JM: The NFC Forum is in the process

between the devices, or for using the

technology

devices

(and often multiple service providers), and

of establishing liaisons with other

simplicity of setting up an NFC

capable of hosting multiple services in

potentially also trusted service managers

relevant standards bodies. A number

connection (touching the devices

a single device.

responsible for loading applications on

of these bodies address different parts

an NFC device. The commercial models

of the NFC eco-system; for example,

 •	Peer mode – where two NFC devices
exchange

together),

information

to

with

establish

a

to

consumer

high

performance bearer such as WiFi or

SECURE: Which markets have shown

and co-operation required between the

GlobalPlatform

Bluetooth.

the most interest in the technology so

different parties are still being worked

management of applications on secure

far, and which do you predict will drive

out. The level of commercial uncertainty

elements. This is an important part of

forward the fastest and why?

is probably the main contributing

the ecosystem, and complementary

factor to the slow deployment.

to

SECURE: What are the main benefits
of NFC and other contactless-based
technologies?

JM: The mobile phone market has

NFC

with

Forum’s

work

the

on

communications interoperability.

expressed the most interest in the

Standardization

of

technology so far, in particular with

SECURE: How is the NFC Forum

Security

interactions. NFC and other contactless

regard to integrating existing contact

involved with setting standards and

SECURE: Security is an important

technologies

less

specifications? What are your current

factor, what does NFC technology

projects?

provide in terms of security?

JM:

Simplicity

have

and

a

speed

very

simple

interaction model – touching two

20

the

deals

Cause & effect

applications,

such

as

transit

and payment, onto the mobile phone.

NFC Forum

Secure 2/08

NFC – An opportunity for innovative development
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 JM: NFC architecture takes into

The

NFC

Forum

addresses

define

all

counter-balanced by security in the

communication

(tamper

application

for interoperability. These protocols

applications – this is left to the

backend of the system. For example,

environments) to run applications,

are designed to be used by a wide

application providers

determine

if information exchanged at the point

which require a high level of security

variety of different applications, and

the overall system security for their

of interaction can be eavesdropped on,

such as banking and payment.

across different types of devices, from

applications. The NFC Forum will

then the system should be designed to

mobile phones, laptop computers, and

provide some security tools that may

prevent that information being used to

SECURE: What is the NFC Forum’s

dedicated application infrastructure

be used (such as signatures for the NFC

attack the system.

definition and view on security?

and consumer electronics. For this

Data Exchange Format (NDEF) used

reason, the communication security

by NFC tags) and education materials

SECURE: What should the industry

JM: Security is an important issue

required

applications,

to highlight areas, which need to be

be aware of in a future of NFC

for

NFC

and implementation security, while

considered by those designing NFC

technology?

devices, however the level of security,

important, are out of the scope of the

applications.

services,

which

run

on

for

specific

primarily

at the point of interaction need to be

account the use of secure elements
resistant

protocols

The goal of the NFC Forum is not to
the

requirements

to

for

NFC Forum’s work, and need to be

NFC technology brings an
opportunity for the
development of new and
innovative services.

JM:

technology

brings

an

considered by the application system

SECURE: One of the main objectives of

opportunity for the development of

designers and device manufacturers.

contactless-based technologies is to

new and innovative services, as well

The NFC Forum has a working group

increase efficiency and convenience for

as enhancing existing contactless

dedicated to security, which considers

the user – But how can we ensure there

applications; however it also brings

security issues of concern to the NFC

isn’t a trade off here in terms of security?

with it the opportunity for new attacks.

Forum members. This includes the
of

security

tools

It’s important that NFC application

and particular security issues, are

development

for

JM: Security needs to be considered

developers develop the applications

dependent on the application. There’s

reference applications, as well as

at a system level. Compromises made

with security in mind

the security of communications, which

providing educational materials on

focuses on protecting the information

NFC security related issues.

while it’s being transmitted across the
NFC interface. There’s also the security

SECURE: How do the different market

of the implementation, which is about

areas

securing the information at the end

requirements? How does this affect an

points – this may be tamper resistant

overall goal?

differ

with

their

The Near Field Communication Forum was formed

security

as cryptographic keys), or ensuring

JM: The differing requirements of the

that information received on the NFC

various markets are significant, and this

interface is not able to corrupt back

makes it impossible to come up with a

end systems.

‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to security.

Cause & effect
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About The NFC Forum

to advance the use of Near Field Communication
technology by developing specifications, ensuring interoperability among devices and services, and educating the mar-

storage for application assets (such

22

NFC

NFC Forum

ket about NFC technology. Formed in 2004, the Forum now has over 150
members. Manufacturers, applications developers, financial services institutions, and more all work together to promote the use of NFC technology
in consumer electronics, mobile devices, and PCs.
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 Contactless and Secure
Electronic Documents:
A Gradual Migration
Emmanuel Ventadour, Director Strategy & Communication, Government Programs,
Gemalto

Throughout the world, governments are now deploying a
variety of secure electronic documents – amongst them include
electronic passports, complete with a contactless interface,
enabling the document to be read without physically inserting
it inside a reader. But how is contactless technology going to
be used in other secure electronic documents?

The contactless ICAO travel

Electronic passports

functionality

9/11 certainly triggered the need

Identity documents

to

At the heart of any secure electronic

personal documents, specifically the

document is smart card technology:

passport, by making it electronic,

operating software that runs on a

so that identification and biometric

microprocessor chip, to securely store

data can be securely stored within

and process personal data. With a

the

maturity of over 25 years in the field,

interoperability concerns, the passport

smart card technology originally used

format remained as an ID3 format

the ISO 7816 contact interface on ID1

paper booklet, which has no specified

(credit card-type) format cards (e.g.

contact

bank and telecom cards).

ISO 14443 contactless interface was

strengthen

the

microprocessor

interface.

security

chip.

of

Due

to

Therefore,

the

chosen and the related ICAO standard
The first secure electronic documents

was specified accordingly.

were eHealthcare cards deployed in
France, in 1995. Then, Finland issued

Currently, over 45 countries worldwide

the world’s first National eID card in

issue

1998, whilst Argentina issued the

which equates to over 50 million per

world’s first eDriving license in the

year.

ICAO-compliant

ePassports,

same year. All these documents were
based on the ID1 format and used the

National eID cards with ICAO

contact interface.

travel functionality
Many

cause & effect
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eID

cards

also

Today, 17 countries around the world (7

provide the cardholder with travel

in Europe) now issue a microprocessor-

rights, usually within a specific area

based National eID card, all of which

(Schengen for example), or within a

feature the contact interface. Similarly,

certain geographic area, for example,

many countries, including Algeria,

neighboring and partner countries.

Austria,

24

National

China,

France,

Germany,

Slovenia, also issue eHealthcare cards

An example of this dual interface can

that deliver government benefits to

be seen in Sweden’s National eID

citizens through the electronic contact

card, which has been both contact and

interface.

ICAO-contactless based since 2005. 

Contactless and Secure Electronic Documents:
A Gradual Migration
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 In addition, Bahrain’s National eID

•	Dual: One single microprocessor

ICAO standard to be created, defining

machine, before typing in a PIN code.

card also offers the dual contact and

that addresses both interfaces (e.g.

the data structures and confidentiality

This act, performed on a daily basis,

contactless interface.

Bahrain).

mechanisms. Thanks to the strong and

provides a useful and convenient

consistent support from governments,

service that more importantly, also
inspires trust.

Contact and contactless:

The hybrid and dual technologies

the international community specified

a question of

are both mature, however, the dual

this ICAO standard in a relatively

technology, standards,

interface solution has been extensively

short time – between 2002 and 2005.

Citizens are also gradually becoming

convenience and trust

tested and proven in terms of durability,

The

standard,

exposed to contactless technology. Not

specifically within the demanding

which serves as a basic identification

so much through electronic passports

public transport environment.

requirement, is being re-used in a

(which are seldom electronically read),

variety of other applications, including

but through the implementation of

Technology
To date, the contact-based interface

contactless-ICAO

has been the most commonly used

With tens of millions of ePassports

the

within secure electronic documents.

issued throughout the world, the

standard, the European eResident

However,

feasibility and longevity of contactless-

card and the European Citizen Card

based cards is now well assured.

(CEN TS/ 15480).

seen, as eID cards are being issued

Standards

However,

with the same ICAO compliant travel

Identification standards were initially

does not yet benefit from a specific

functionalities as previously used in

founded on contact-based technology.

standard to address identification,

ePassports.

In particular, the PKI-based digital

authentication and signature – the

signature has been standardized to

three basic components of a complete

enable interoperability and to ensure

National eID card.

as

applications

have

developed, an increase in the use of

eDriving

license

ISO

18013

the contactless interface can now be

A

contactless

interface

can

be

added to the contact-based eID card,

contactless

technology

Citizens have begun to feel
an increase in confidence
and acceptance towards
secure electronic documents,
as many are now using
electronic bankcards and
eHealthcare cards in their
daily life.

an effective level of security.

using either of the following two

Convenience and trust

contactless payment solutions, which

technologies:

The ePassport was built on top of the

Over time, citizens have begun to

are being developed in many countries

•	Hybrid: Two microprocessors – one

ISO 14443 contactless communication

feel an increase in confidence and

for the purchase of low value goods

protocol standard. It required a specific

acceptance towards secure electronic

smaller than €15 (or $20).

for each interface (e.g. Sweden);

documents, as many are now using
electronic bankcards and eHealthcare

With

• Countries planning to issue National eID cards incorporate the

cards in their daily lives. Taking part in

applications beginning to utilize this

contactless ICAO travel functionality in their requirements;

contact-based electronic identification

technology, citizens’ confidence in

and

the

contactless security should gradually

cardholder to establish a clear physical

grow – however it remains of utmost

contact between the card and the

importance to maintain a strong level 

• Countries already deploying National eID cards plan to add
the contactless ICAO travel functionality.
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signature

scheme.

Any

standard

choose the hybrid technology by

developed, must be accepted by the

adding an independent contactless

international community for it to be

microprocessor.

Others

recognized as an approved standard.

implement

technology

dual

directly
with

one microprocessor addressing two
This process is now underway in CEN

interfaces. It is expected that most

TC224, which is supported by several

countries will eventually use the dual

contributing

including

technology, to maximize durability

Finland, France and Germany. Several

and efficiency and to streamline data

mechanisms

management.

countries

(PACE,

PASC,

etc.)

have already been proposed and are
currently being analyzed. It is now

Standard contactless identification,

reasonable to anticipate a universally

authentication and signature eService

accepted definition of a converging

schemes will be deployed within

mechanism, to be concluded by 2010.

several years, but related ID cards will
often still have a contact interface to

The Swedish National eID card with ICAO travel functionality

The National eID trend: both

 of trust. Citizens should feel that their

deliver social benefits using a contact-

contact and contactless

contactless document is secure and

based infrastructure. Interoperability,

It is becoming increasingly popular

In

cannot be used fraudulently, with a

whether

document’s

for countries throughout the world

undoubtedly going to become the

digital signature out of their control.

operating

computer-

to rollout, or migrate to, National eID

‘norm’

based middleware, is only possible if

cards that feature both contact and

documents; in particular for National

a contact interface is used. A purely

contactless interfaces:

eID cards where a contactless interface

contactless card could not establish a

•	Contact: For the identification,

enables ICAO travel functionality, in

Legacy and interoperability

communication link with an existing

authentication and signature

addition to the contact-based identifi

The smooth co-existence with legacy

contact-based infrastructure.

functionality to enable trusted

cation, authentication and signature

government and 3rd party

eServices. The implementation and

eServices;

subsequent migration of contactless

A logical evolution path

application

infrastructures

through

the

software

or

and

schemes, whether within national

Complete contactless ID

borders or with neighboring countries,

standards within a few years

should not be overlooked. In Europe,

As already compiled for contact-based

for example, seven countries have

electronic

already issued National eID cards

are

with

a fully secure contactless-based

migrating

identification,

contact-based

contact-based

eServices

and

over 150 million eHealthcare cards

28

connect to legacy services.
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now

documents,
required

to

amongst

contactless

electronic

is

secure

functionality beyond ICAO to include

functionality.

standardized eServices will take a

standards

significant number of years to implement

define

authentication

silicon trust
Gemalto

•	Contactless: For the ICAO travel

conclusion,

Some

and

Secure 2/08

countries,
from

especially

those

and in the meantime, the contact-based

existing

pure

technology, infrastructure and applications

schemes,

tend

to

should be fully leveraged.

Contactless and Secure Electronic Documents:
A Gradual Migration
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Z Security in Contactless
Personal ID Applications
By Dr. Tilo Pannenbäcker, Director, Personal & Object ID, Infineon Technologies AG

In January 2008 the Dutch parliament challenged the planned
national “OV” transport card and questioned whether
taxpayers’ money had been wasted on insecure contactless
ticketing technology. A few weeks later, military guards were
positioned in front of government buildings, as it was feared
that such Mifare® based contactless access control systems
were not secure enough. Indeed, the so-called ‘Mifare Hack’
has changed the world of security in contactless Personal ID
applications.

Personal Identification (ID) applications

what does the future hold for security

such as public transport and access

in Personal ID applications?

control, have never before seen the
level of media coverage experienced

Different levels of security in

in the first few months of 2008. When

personal ID ICs

two university academics claimed that

The security level of a contactless card

they had completely broken the Mifare

or ticket is, to a large extent, determined

system , industry newsletters, websites

by the chip (Integrated Circuit – IC). In

and the general media predicted how

general, two types of ICs are being used:

Mifare-based automated fare collection,

•	Memory ICs are only capable of

ticketing and access control systems

offering basic security. They can

would become completely vulnerable.

execute shift register algorithms

[1]

like the Crypto1 algorithm with a
In summer 2008, media coverage

48bit key length, which is used by

became somewhat more balanced.

the well-known Mifare memory ICs,

When Transport for London issued a

or the 64bit key length algorithm in

statement after the successful attack

my-d™ products. Many memory ICs,

on its Oyster Card, the media empha-

such as ultralight versions of Mifare

sized that the risk of free transport

products or UHF Gen2 chips, only

was limited

. As a matter of fact,

offer a unique chip identifier and

every day around the globe, countless

some data memory, but no dedicated

transport systems and building access

security features.

[2]

points are still secured with Mifare
and other contactless technology – so

30
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•	Microcontroller ICs offer higher levels
of security, which usually means not 
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High End

Use Case

• Seasonal to
unlimited use card
• High fare value

Major
Requirements

• High security
• Multiple tariff zones
and providers

Typical
IC products

Key
Trade-off

Microcontroler IC,
ideally certified
Security Controler

• Possibly high quality
Multi-Application
Cards, incl. Banking

Medium

• Weekly to seasonal
card, multiple rides
• Mediumfare value

• Basic security
• Different tariff
zones, possibly different providers

Memory IC with
strong algorithm

• Small fare value,
pre-paid

• No to basic security
• One tariff zone, one
provider

Memory IC, ideally
with privacy features
(e.g. password)

• Mainly disposable
paper ticket

Cost Savings

• L imited Use Ticket,
e.g. single ride

Fig. 1: Different Transport Schemes require different Security Levels



cations can tolerate different costs of

Electronic GmbH [4]).

ticket may only allow for the costs of

In conclusion

a memory IC, a staff badge, which is

Integrators and operators of transport

issued with high quality photo print,

and access control systems have the

may easily justify using a certified

ongoing need to find the “sweet spot”

security controller IC.

of security versus the associated

Overall system security is key

well operated Mifare systems are still

While the IC determines which security

appropriate for many applications. A

level could theoretically be achieved in

variety of ICs with stronger security

a transport or access control system, it

are available – the choices range from

is the design and interaction of the

memory ICs with stronger algorithms,

overall system components that deter-

to

mine which security level will actually

enabling tailored security.

certified

security

controllers,

only stronger algorithms, but also hard-

Quite obviously, memory ICs generally

be achieved in practice. For example, a

ware security features like shields,

come at lower prices than micro

backend system that only verifies the

The ‘Mifare Hack’, which has so far

sensors and extensive data capacity.

controller ICs.

unique ID of an IC, but does not utilize

been perceived as potentially damaging

the IC’s algorithm, significantly reduces

to Personal ID applications, offers

Different security requirements

the security of the overall system. On

a chance for a much more balanced

The various Personal ID applications

the other hand, a well-designed system

security discussion and wiser busi-

require different levels of security. A

may provide advanced security levels

ness decisions.

good indicator of the required security

even if only basic security memory ICs

level is the magnitude of the potential

are used, for example. by employing

damage that may occur, e.g. a free

hot-lists to filter cloned cards or

train ride or unauthorized access to

utilizing encrypted information in the

a sensitive office area. But it is also

IC to authenticate the card (see also

possible that different security levels

“Making Mifare Safe” by Mark Roberty [3]

are required within one application,

subway ride worth 2 USD is clearly
less damage than a counterfeit bullet
train ticket of 200 USD (see Fig. 1).

Cause & Effect

Infineon Technologies AG
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Notes:
Mifare® is a registered trademark
of NXP Semiconductors
my-d™ is a registered trademark
of Infineon Technologies

References:
[1] Press Release, 8th Jan 2008, University of Virginia (http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~kn5f/OV-card_security.html)
[2] Transport for London comment to BBC, 21st July 2008 (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7516869.stm)
[3] RFID Journal, 1st August 2008 (http://www.rfidjournal.com/blog/entry/4212)
[4]	Press release “Security of RFID Systems in spite of hacked Mifare-Classic RFID chips”,
July 2008 (http://www.feig.de/files/FEIG_DOCS/OBID_DOCS/News-Press/E-Product-News/2008-07-11_
security_of_rfid_systems.pdf)

for example, in public transport a free
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and the recommendations of FEIG

costs. Therefore, well-designed and

• C ard with 3 years
life time

Low End

Again quite obviously, different appli-

hardware security. While a transport

Security Level

Transport
Ticket/Card
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Z National eID
at work in Europe

The context

The cards are hybrid and contain

Sweden is a country well known for

two Infineon microprocessors. The

adopting

technological

contactless interface is ICAO compli-

Sweden – Synchronizing national eID and
ePassport solutions successfully

advances. Even before the European

ant and is used for traveling within

Union made its recommendations for

Schengen countries, similar to the

electronic identification, and before the

biometric passport. The contact inter-

International Civil Aviation Organization

face is designed for identification, for

(ICAO) defined electronic passports,

example, when logging onto networks

the Swedish Authorities were investi-

to access private electronic services

gating three new directions:

or public eGovernment services. The

• How to provide better services to

new National eID cards and ePass-

citizens and make the application

ports store the personal data of each

(enrolment, issuance) process as

holder alongside their digitally format-

easy and secure as possible;

ted facial image in the microchips.

By Matti Kovalainen, Vice President, Government Programs, Northern Europe, Gemalto

From Manchester 2005 to Berlin and Lisbon 2007, the European
Commission has laid down the foundations for the i2010 plan,
a strategic framework for an information society. eID is at the
heart of this ambitious program to fight fraud, identity theft
and protect privacy. By 2009, each and every EU state will have
begun the process of introducing secure digital identification
tools. Sweden – with a handful of pioneer countries (Finland,
Austria, Belgium, Estonia) – has been successfully paving the
way for eID implementation for three years now. This success
is reflected in the United Nations’ 2008 eGovernment Survey,
where Sweden tops the eGovernment readiness index.

the

latest

• How to improve security and help
Swedish citizens travel more freely

The security level of eIDs and ePass-

throughout the world;

ports is maximized by the combination

• How to offer Swedish citizens the

of polycarbonate and laser engraving,

best National eID card and ePassport

which enables several visual security

on the market.

elements. In addition, the personalization system for issuing biometric
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Not only did the Swedish National

emergency passports was deployed on

Police Board have to introduce a new

a while-you-wait basis, enabling any

biometric passport for a large number of

citizen to apply for a normal biomet-

citizens, but they also had to create a

ric passport, even at the airport. This

totally new and highly demanding infor-

concept was developed to better serve

mation processing system. At the same

Swedish citizens who have forgotten

time, they decided to issue secure

or mislaid their passport when travel-

National eID cards for Swedish citizens.

ing.

The solution

The deployment

Gemalto is supplying Sweden with

In October 2005, Sweden became the

National eID cards that have both

first country to deploy a National eID

contact and contactless interfaces.

card that was both contact and con- 

National eID at work in Europe
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Key events and dates
January 2008 – Sweden ranks #1 in the eGovernment readiness Index in the
United Nations’ 2008 eGovernment Survey.
The new Swedish action plan for a modern eGovernment is released and highlights the prioritized policy areas until 2010. It stresses the necessary co-ordination with municipalities and regions.
A regulation for the secure exchange of information for government agencies
comes into force.
November 2006 – Verva releases new national guidelines for 24/7 agencies
(efficiency, development process, standards, content, services, accessibility).
May 2006 – Agreement by the five main banks for a common electronic billing in
compliance with European standard UN/CEFACT and cross-industry exchange
standards based on XML connectors to improve the competitiveness of businesses. Launch of the national policy for eHealth.
January 2006 – Reorganization and launch of Verva (the Swedish Administrative
development agency) to lead and co-ordinate the development action of the
eGovernment policy. 47% of electronic prescriptions are transmitted by doctors
to the national pharmacy unit (state monopoly) – 80% aimed for by 2010.

Sweden’s National eID is contact and contactless-based

 tactless, and one of the first countries

with protection of privacy for citizens.

to deploy nationwide ePassports and

The same infrastructure and procedures

National eID cards compliant with the

for the ePassport were utilized for the

international requirements of the ICAO

National eID card, leading to significant

and the European Union – the world’s

savings in terms of equipment, processes,

most demanding security requirements

systems and even staff training.

October 2005 – Launch of the biometric passport and eID cards (also biometric),
ICAO compatible, with two chips including one ‘contactless’ and the other providing access to eGovernment applications.
May 2005 – Launch of the national model to measure the progress and efficiency of eGovernment. Launch of the first joint international eGovernment portal
(Sweden – Finland – Denmark).

m

February 2005 – National plan to drastically reduce bureaucracy and simplify
administration within the 8 ministries and 46 government agencies.

Facts and Figures
• 102 offices (application);
• 129 offices (delivery);
• 100 embassies (2007);
• Issuance process is centralized;
•	Both the ePassport and eID card
cost €40 and are valid for 5 years;
• The National eID is not mandatory;
• Emergency passports cost €100;
•	950,000 passports are issued per
year;

October 2004 – Launch of the government steering portal ‘Sverige.se.
•	10,000 eID cards are delivered per

April 2004 – Framework agreement for a standard and secure infrastructure
enabling the interoperability of government eServices, including eIdentification,
secure exchanges, and the management of authorizations and access rights.

month;
•	eServices: 1 million users are
generating 2,5 million transactions
a month (authentication and
signature) – The National eID card
is one possible support tool to
use with mobile phone and
personal computer

May 2002 – The Swedish Agency for Public Management signs an agreement to
issue 2.5 million electronic signature certificates with the six main banks, the
post office and the telecom operator Telia.
2000 – Launch of the eGovernment national strategy ‘the 24/7 agenda’ and the
objective ‘administration to serve democracy’. An ‘internet for all’ program is
also launched.

[source IDABC report – April 2007].
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Z The Hybrid Contactless
Card – Making a
World of Difference
By Geert Hoevenaars, Product Marketing Manager, Trüb AG

Multi-application functionality has been at the center of debate
since the development of smart cards. Ask any chip card user
and they will state that the only thing they are waiting for is
one card able to facilitate all functions: payment, identification,
access control and so on. However, implementation appears to
have been much more complicated than originally anticipated.
Multi-application smart cards are currently available, but
represent only a very limited market share. That is why we
believe a more flexible concept, such as hybrid cards with two
independent chips, can make a significant difference.

Hybrid contactless technology

loyalty programs in which the termi-

The multi-application chip is a single

nal / reader normally asks for a valid

chip with more than one application

ticket or a member reference number

running on the same platform. You can

to link with an existing background

imagine a card with one chip for both

system. The interaction can be specifi-

payment and eBanking, but how about

cally designed according to the exact

adding identification, transport / tick-

requirements of the system, which

eting or physical and logical access

may include additional data authenti-

control? The advantages are clear, as

cation that utilizes keys.

the end user would only be required
to carry one card on a daily basis. The
concept however, implies a high level
of co-ordination between all the organizations and companies involved, to
ensure that any application upgrades
for example, were dealt with quickly
and efficiently.

The technology
behind the
hybrid concept is
straightforward,
yet effective.

The technology behind the hybrid
concept is straightforward, yet effective. For instance, as illustrated in Fig.

Each card also offers an opportunity to

1 with a bank card, a contact-based

identify the cardholder during remote

chip is joined by another chip, which

purchasing or reservation transactions

normally operates in a contactless

when the cardholder is not present.

manner and is linked to an antenna.

You can also choose simpler alterna-

Both chip and antenna are embedded

tives, including a code printed onto

into the card body. The second chip is

the card, or an established form such

completely independent from the first,

as 2-factor authentication.

making certification and implementation that much easier.

The multi-application card
in action
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This second chip uses the contact-

An example of a successful multi-appli-

less interface for its communication

cation hybrid card is that of the Swiss

with ticketing, access control or even

bank who launched a new pre-paid 
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pre-existing

in-hand. With simpler applications,

hybrid card during competitions to be

contactless system does not com-

the hybrid can still provide an

timed accurately at the finish!

ply with a standard required for

advantage.

 credit card and ticketing system at the

bike racers are considering using a

end of 2005. The card looks like a normal
Visa or MasterCard credit card; however,

• Standards:

it is equipped with a contactless access

If

the

chips that handle both contact and

control chip. The business concept

Measuring the success

contactless techniques (e.g. dual-

The hybrid concept may prove its

allows for customers to reserve and pay

The success of the hybrid concept hinges

interface), then the hybrid model

worth when smart cards can present a

for tickets for a ski resort or a cultural

on whether the contact-based payment

again has a distinct advantage.

unique business proposition to target

event by Internet or telephone using

application can be combined easily

a specific audience, by integrating an

with the non-financial applications,

The success of the hybrid
concept hinges on
whether the contact-based
payment application can
be combined easily
with the non-financial
applications.

• Application

complexity:

If

the

existing, independent, widely accepted

which are using the contactless inter-

contactless application is complex,

contactless

face. Here are some considerations:

a dual-interface concept will always

especially prevalent in countries

•	Identifying the target audience size:

prevail. In that case for instance

with

The financial institute will attempt

payment and ticketing could go hand-

banking infrastructure.

an

application

established

–

this

is

chip-based
m

to attract a new, well-defined, affluent market segment by offering an
array of additional non-financial services and positioning itself as truly
‘unique’ amongst its competitors.

the credit card. Then, when arriving

A small segment will be benefited

at the location, the same card can be

most with a hybrid solution, large

used in a contactless manner to obtain

ones with dual-interface.

entry. This not only works in theatres
and concert halls, but also in over 35 of
the best ski resorts in Switzerland.

• I nteroperability across infrastructures: In most cases, the token (card)
must adapt to an existing contact-

40

The advantages are clear – there is no

less system as the ticketing, access

waiting at the counter as no payment

control or loyalty application has

is required and access to areas is eas-

usually been in place for a number of

ily gained by holding the card in front

years and has operated successfully

of the reader. This proven model has

to create a ‘well-oiled’ infrastruc-

been copied over the last few years

ture. Because of this, alterations to

for other ski resorts, transport ticket-

the existing system are not favored –

ing operations, retail loyalty programs

hence the advantage for the “seem-

and numerous other applications. Even

ingly old-fashioned” hybrid concept;

Contactless Security
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Fig. 1: An example of a hybrid bank card
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Z Biometric technology
ensures security with NFC
enabled mobile phones
By Linda Rosdahl, Global Marketing Coordinator, Precise Biometrics AB

The industry is currently reviewing

forgotten and can be stolen or cracked.

the possibility of using mobile phones

With biometric technology, consumers

for payment, ticketing and identity

are able to make full use of the possi-

management. NFC technology com-

bilities offered by NFC technology on

bines the strength of a SIM card and a

the mobile phone, without compromis-

mobile phone and has the capability to

ing on security.

facilitate multi-applications. Supported

Near Field Communication (NFC) technology is opening up a
wider application range for the use of mobile phones. However,
as phones begin to replace traditional cards and keys for
payment and access control, the demand for security is sure to
increase. Biometric fingerprint recognition and Match-on-SIM
technology, offers an efficient and easily integrated solution to
provide a secure transaction, complete with secure cardholder
verification.

and secured by a SIM card, the mobile

The mobile phone as

phone may act as a contactless smart

a multi-application token

card, a reader, or communicate with
other CL devices.

We have already seen the mobile
phone and payment industries converging, as several successful trials

Security plays
an important role
to reassure the
end user that only
they can
access services.

of mobile phone-based contactless
payments have been carried out using
NFC technology. NFC enables the
payment transaction to be processed
either by using the SIM card as a traditional credit card or by adding the payment to the end user’s mobile phone
account.
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However, if sensitive information and

Another application area where the

services such as credit card, address

NFC mobile could be advantageous is

book, access keys and travel card are

ticketing, as it would enable the phone

collated and stored within a mobile

holder to buy eTickets from suitable

phone, it is important to make sure

terminals. Tickets available to pur-

that only the genuine user has access

chase via an NFC mobile may include;

to the information. Therefore, security

flights, concert tickets, or travel cards.

plays an important role to reassure the

The ticket would then be downloaded

end user that only they can access the

‘over the air’ (OTA) from a ticket vend-

services. Traditional PIN codes that

ing machine, while the mobile holder

are associated with mobile handsets

verifies him/herself with a PIN and / or

no longer suffice, as they are easily

biometric authentication.

Biometric technology ensures security
with NFC enabled mobile phones

Secure 2/08
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 The NFC mobile could then be used

centimeters (proximity devices). This

again when boarding the plane, entering

adds to the level of security, ensuring

the concert area or passing through

that the SIM card communicates with

the turnstile at the metro, by simply

the intended terminal only.

holding the phone against yet another
external reader. Depending on the

As the set up time is less than 0.1 second

service and security demand required

(considerably less than Bluetooth),

for that action, the person may need to

NFC is well suited for transactions in

verify their identity again.

environments where there is a high
level of throughput and where efficiency

NFC is well suited
for transactions in
environments where
there is a high
level of throughput
and where
efficiency is key.
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is key, such as in public transport
areas and airports.

Currently, there are only a few mobile

But how do you implement biometric

phone against an external terminal,

phone manufacturers that offer NFC

technology, such as the fingerprint, onto

such as a ticket vending machine, and

enabled phones, but this number is

an existing and established product

putting their finger on a fingerprint

expected to increase dramatically in

infrastructure such as the mobile

reader on the terminal. The terminal

the coming years.

phone? The key here lies in the pos-

then sends an encrypted fingerprint

sibility of utilizing fingerprint sensors

template to the mobile phone via NFC,

So what exactly is NFC?

Biometrics – the key to security

externally to the mobile phone, which

and the information is matched against

Near Field Communication is a short

NFC enabled mobile phones will con-

results in the least amount of adjust-

a reference fingerprint stored on the

range contactless form of transferring

tinue to develop and require more

ments to be made to the hardware.

SIM card. If the match is correct, the

information between mobile phones,

advanced and secure means of verifying

or between a mobile phone and a fixed

the mobile user. Biometric technology

Matching fingerprints on SIM

to the vending machine and the trans-

terminal for example. The on board

offers a solution to this without creating

Match-on-SIM is the concept of match-

action is accepted.

NFC component (modem) communi-

any complex system adjustments. By

ing a fingerprint on the SIM card. As

cates securely with the SIM card via a

adding fingerprint recognition, for

NFC technology enables the SIM card

SIM cards have been established as

SWP (Single Wire Protocol) interface,

example, to an authentication process,

to act as a contactless card, fingerprint

secure platforms and as the fingerprint

which enables the SIM card to act like

traditional identification is teamed

scanning can take place outside of the

template is matched on the SIM card

any other contactless smart card.

with biometrics to provide actual

mobile phone, on an external finger-

itself, the integrity and privacy of the

physical proof of the phone holder’s

print reader.

phone holder is protected. This also

SIM card sends back a positive signal

The range of communication between

identity. Unsecured knowledge, such

an NFC phone and an external terminal,

as passwords and PINs can also be

This means that mobile phone users can

work-connected terminal, otherwise

or another NFC phone is only a few

eliminated from the process.

identify themselves by holding their

considered a weak link in the security 
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 chain. And as NFC uses energy from
the fixed terminal, the phone holder

EMVCo for payment cards and / or
EAL5+ high for some ID applications.

doesn’t have to worry about battery
levels on their phone, as both finger-

Proven technology

print authentication and other transac-

There is a strong belief within the

tions will function anyway.

mobile phone industry, supported by the
formation of the NFC forum that NFC

Most SIM cards operating systems

technology has a lot to offer when it

are based on Java™ platforms, which

comes to extending the functions of the

mean that applications can be added

mobile phone and numerous market

or removed during any phase of a SIM

surveys have also shown the same result.

card’s life cycle. SIM cards that are

But security will still have an important

already in deployment can download

role in consumer acceptance of using a

software for fingerprint recognition

mobile phone as a form factor that is able

functionality via the Internet.

to make financial transfers in addition
to the sending of a text message. And

46

Another key to the success of highly

biometric technology, especially finger

secure multi-application SIM cards,

print recognition and Match-on-SIM,

is to prove its security over a lifetime,

will most likely play a key role in the

by achieving the required level of

future of outlining security levels for

certification for the whole system, e.g.

secure mobile phone transactions.
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Z USB Tokens: The New
Form Factor for Strong
Authentication

A USB token is a device for portable

ready to address the growing need for

secure authentication that contains a

a convenient, portable, secure access

secure, tamper-proof microcontroller

and authentication for IT security.

(supporting high performance cryp-

By Tolgahan Yildiz, Business Development Manager, Government ID,
Infineon Technologies AG

Secure access and authentication for online services and
corporate networks has become one of the main challenges
for IT security. A potential response to this new trend for high
security IT solutions, is to leverage the security expertise
and know-how of the smart card industry, together with the
connectivity of the USB interface to address the growing need for
a convenient, portable, secure access and authentication method.

tographic operations) and a USB con-

USB tokens, as hardware authentica-

troller, packed together in a USB drive

tion devices, help users to manage

form factor. Portable secure authenti-

their digital identities and credentials.

cation devices are used for two factor

Whether they are encryption keys,

strong authentication, where the static

static passwords, or PKI credentials,

username and password (what you

the goal is to combine the security of a

know) is the first factor of authentica-

multi-factor hardware based authenti-

tion and the secure token (what you

cation with the flexibility and portabil-

have) together with PKI credentials

ity of USB drives.

stored inside the token, is the second
factor of authentication. Today, twofactor strong authentication with USB
tokens addresses several applications,
from enterprise and government logical access (PKI), to online banking and
encrypted data storage.

USB tokens, as hardware
authentication devices,
help users to manage
their digital identities
and credentials.

Ensuring the data integrity, confiden-
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tiality, and non-repudiation of identity

Tokens combine increased

credentials is a major challenge for the

security with convenience

security industry, be it for password,

The increasing demand for USB tokens

eSignature,

numbers,

is two fold and results from both the

social security numbers or sensitive

application and technical levels. On

health data. Smart card based solu-

the application side, the demand for

tions have already been through the

two-factor strong authentication in the

learning curve, as smart card based

Internet area is increasing due to the

payment,

following drivers:

Credit

access

Card

and

government

identification solutions are now widely

• Security weakness and high cost of

available. The security expertise and

supporting and managing passwords

know-how of the smart card industry is

in corporate environments;

USB Tokens: The New Form Factor
for Strong Authentication

Secure 2/08
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 •	Growing consumer awareness and

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and

concern for the security of electronic

the Health Insurance Portability and

transactions;

Accountability Act (HIPAA) amongst

•	Growing corporate concern about

others. Likewise the EU has intro-

meeting privacy and compliance

duced the ‘European Data Protection

regulations

Directive’ to address identify theft,

(e.g.,

SOX,

GLBA,

HIPAA, PCI, FFIEC, EU EDPD);

online fraud, and data privacy related

•	Growing threat of identity theft and

issues and harmonized correspond-

online financial fraud both in the

ing legislations in all EU countries.

corporate and consumer space;

Such

regulations

require

security

•	Growing need for a convenient, easy to

measures to be established in order

use, portable authentication solution

to protect information that is stored

in the corporate and consumer space.

According to the ‘Computer Crime
and Security Survey’, published annually by the CSI and FBI for the past
12 years, identity theft and financial

The most obvious
advantage of USB Tokens,
compared to mature
smart card technology is
‘portability’.

by new secure portable authentication

hardware authentication tokens are

device innovations. The most obvious

widely used to:

in the United States (see Fig. 1). In

advantage of USB Tokens, compared

•	Provide increased security for access

fact identity theft and online fraud

to mature smart card technology is

and authentication to local networks;

fraud are the fastest growing crimes

secure

remote

network

and exchanged electronically. The

‘portability’ as the inherent USB infra-

organized crime, with sophisticated

main objective is to guarantee data

structure eliminates the need for any

technical methods such as password-

confidentiality between both parties,

additional hardware for both con-

cracking software, man-in-the-middle

to protect data from alteration and

sumer and corporate authentication –

enabled business applications such

attacks, phishing, and packet sniffing

to ensure that it is accessible to all

whereas for smart cards, one would

as employee portals, collaboration

being used.

parties that have legitimate access.

always need the smart card reader and

portals, extranet, supply chain, and

In Asia, governments in Singapore,

necessary driver software.

enterprise resource planning (ERP)

Governments

have

observed

access for mobile users;
•	Increase

the

security

of

web

the

Korea, and Hong Kong have introduced

increased vulnerability of security

regulations or mandates for two-factor

Governments and corporations –

reach of the organization beyond its

and privacy in the digital space and

authentication for online banking.

leading users of USB Tokens

network perimeter;

applications,

have been introducing regulations

50

•	Enable

have become a target for international

which

extend

the

Enterprises and governments have

•	To store and use PKI credentials for

to protect digitized information. The

Growing demand on the application

been taking advantage of the USB

secure encrypted data storage of

USA, for instance, has introduced

side is being met on the technical side

infrastructure for some time. Today,

confidential and sensitive data.
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 Expanding into new markets
$21,124,750

Financial fraud
Virus (Worms/Spyware)

$ 8,391,800

System penetration by outsider

$6,875,000

Theft of confidential data, from all
causes but mobile device theft

$5,685,000

Laptop or mobile hardware theft

$3,881,150

Insider abuse of Net access or e-mail

$2,889,700

Denial of service

$2,888,600

Phishing, where your organization was
fraudulently representated as sender

$2,752,000

Bots (zombies) within the organazation

$2,869,600

Theft of proprietary info from
mobile device theft

$2,345,000

Unauthorizes employee access
to information

USB tokens for private online banking

government and corporate environ-

is being seen in some north European

ments, tokens are increasingly being

countries. There are also several proj-

introduced in banking and transaction

ects to introduce USB tokens in trans-

authorization applications. Companies

action authorization for online auction

offering online services are growing

and eCommerce platforms. PayPal,

rapidly, making them a target for inter-

owned by eBay, has started to offer

national organized crime. Increasing

One Time Password tokens to its users,

online fraud and phishing attacks has

which is generally the predecessor to

dented consumer confidence, which in

higher security USB tokens.

and penetration of online services,

$66,930,950

particularly by older, more conserva-

(Numbers above do not equal total due to rounding.)

tive users. Therefore, banks and network security companies have started
to offer token-based solutions, so that

$1,056,000

Sabotage of data or networks

In addition to the applications in the

turn has resulted in slower acceptance

Total Losses 2007 =

$2,203,000

Theft of confidential data from
mobile device theft

shopping. In Europe, penetration of

customer

confidence

is

enhanced

$1,042,700

by the promise of high security from

$725,300

strong authentication.

In Europe and North
America, banks have been
using USB tokens with
PKI based authentication
for corporate banking
and financial security
trading.

Web site defacement
$651,000

In Europe and North America, banks

Telecom fraud
$542,850

Misuse of wireless network

$251,000

Misuse of public Web application
Instant messaging abuse

$200,700

Password sniffing

$168,100

Blackmail

$160,000

Exploit of you organization’s
DNS server

$104,500

0

$5 million

$10 million

$15 million

$20 million

$25 million

Fig. 1: Dollar amount of losses by type of attack, according to the ‘Computer Crime and Security Survey’. [1]
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have been using USB tokens with

Penetration to consumer space

PKI based authentication for corpo-

Increasing identity theft and online

rate banking and financial security

fraud, combined with ever-changing

trading. This trend is also visible in

government regulations, drive the

ASIA: with Korea, Singapore, Hong

need for strong secure authentication

Kong and China being the lead coun-

in the digital arena. This has sparked

tries. In China, for example, banks

a move from two-factor to multi-factor

have joined forces to establish a PKI

authentication, and there are already

infrastructure. Today private banking

some tokens which are using biomet-

customers are able to authenticate and

ric data as the third factor of authen-

authorize transactions using their USB

tication by incorporating fingerprint

tokens while home banking or online

sensors.

USB Tokens: The New Form Factor
for Strong Authentication
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Your independent
Distributor for RFID and
Chip Card Silicon
 Furthermore, the use of HW tokens

in education institutions, enabling

in the consumer space for protection

remote document access for students,

against

plus online exam, homework and paper

financial

fraud

protection

and identity theft is rapidly growing.

•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Circuits
IC Modules
Reader ICs
ASICs
RFID, Data Carriers, CPU,
Dual Interface, Counter ICs
• CPU/OS Bundles (Java™,
native, EMV™)

submissions.

In order to increase the value to the
consumer and to aid convenience, ven-

The trend is also recognized in the con-

dors have been offering bundled solu-

sumer market where Personal Portable

tions. These solutions combine strong

Security Devices enable the consumer,

authentication functionality with an

to carry their personalized desktop

encrypted, secure bulk data storage

together with the applications and use

option, reaching up to 8GB bulk data

any computing platform without leav-

disk space.

ing any fingerprints. The increased
convenience, portability and security

Enterprises and governments, being

is facilitated by a HW based strong

the lead users of USB tokens, have also

authentication device that enables

been driving this trend. The motiva-

the user to authenticate and autho-

tion is to equip employees with hard-

rize secure online banking and eCom-

ware authentication devices, such as

merce platforms. To increase consum-

USB Tokens, which are also able to

er acceptance of such applications, the

store encrypted company sensitive,

banks and eCommerce platforms need

confidential data securely. The con-

to further invest in PKI infrastructures

cept is also expected to find use cases

to enable strong authentication.

AdvanIDe Pte Ltd
3 Lim Teck Kim Road
#11-02 ST Building
Singapore 088934
Phone: +65/6738 0030
Fax: +65/6738 0090

• Over a decade of experience
in the RFID and chip card
industry
• Neutral market position
• International sales network
• Proven and secure supply
chain

AdvanIDe GmbH
Am Klingenweg 6a
65396 Walluf
Germany
Phone: +49/6123/791-400
Fax: +49/6123/791-5400

AdvanIDe Inc.
9292 Jeronimo Road
Irvine, CA 92618
USA
Phone: +1/949/598-1750
Fax: +1/949/598-1727

m
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Z The contactless
movement

The contactless movement has also

United States alone as of 2007, according

spawned the growth of Near Field

to JupiterResearch and Japan has issued

Communication (NFC),which, for example,

more

By Sour Chhor, Executive Vice President Strategy, Marketing & Engineering,

enables

enabled devices. Major transit agencies

SCM Microsystems

mobile phones. NFC-equipped mobile

throughout

phones can be used for contactless

London, Hong Kong, Chicago, Boston

payments, as well as the exchange of

and Washington D.C. are also issuing

information with other devices.

contactless cards for use within their

Contactless technology is gaining momentum all over the
world, enabling markets including payment, transportation,
ticketing, healthcare and government to go wireless and
increase both speed and convenience for the implementor
and consumer. And as developments continue to progress,
contactless technology is now finding its way into new
application areas, such as multi-application campus identity
cards for universities and enterprises.

contactless

capabilities

in

than

250

the

million

world,

contactless-

including

transport systems.

Contactless in the market
Contactless technology is secure, reliable

Contactless technology is even changing

and convenient, as it doesn’t require

the way people travel internationally, as

inserting a card into a reader. Instead,

more than 50 countries are implementing

depending upon the application, the user

the new ePassport, which contains

simply has to touch or wave their card in
front of the reader. Therefore, compared
to contact technologies, contactless is
simply faster and more convenient.

Sometimes,

contactless

devices

are

Payment is one of the
fastest moving contactless
applications.

mistaken for low tech, insecure RFID tags,
which are used for tracking objects in a
supply chain. This however is incorrect,
the only thing that contactless devices

contactless technology. The security

and RFID tags have in common, is that

features imbedded in ePassports protect

they are wireless – a contactless device

the privacy of travelers and help to

on the other hand, contains a highly

prevent counterfeiting and fraudulent

specialized, secure microprocessor.

use.

Payment is one of the fastest-moving

Many countries are using contactless

contactless applications, with more than

technology

35 million MasterCard, Visa, American

initiatives including eGov servies, eID

Express

and eDriving Licenses. Also, United

and

Discover

contactless

payment cards being issued in the
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 recently began using new Personal

Visa, MasterCard, American Express

Identity Verification (PIV) credentials

and Discover, adhere to the ISO 14443

that contain contactless technology, as

standard – the same standard that is

mandated by the Homeland Security

used

Presidential

(HSPD-12).

However, the FeliCa contactless payment

Contactless technology in the PIV cards

card system used in Japan and Singapore

provides

is in line with ISO 18092, as are NFC-

Directive

advanced

12

secure

physical

for

applications.

access control to government buildings.

equipped devices.

All of these developments illustrate

There is also a mix of standards in

that the contactless market is growing

physical access control. Organizations

rapidly, driving the demand for solutions

transfering

to integrate contactless communications

based on ISO 14443, face transition

into various types of terminals and

issues from the existing RFID proximity

systems in a number of applications.

based system.

These

Many countries are using
contactless technology
for government initiatives
including eGov services, eID
and eDriving Licenses.

to

varying

contactless

standards

systems,

demand

the need for devices and readers that
can

support

a

variety

of

different

requirements, and provide solutions to
issues surrounding interoperability.
solution

connections, as well as ticketing and

Contactless system integration

capitalizes on the ubiquity of USB, and

secure payment for public transportation,

Simple integration can be achieved

the fact that it also lends itself to adding

entertainment and other transactions.

Contactless and interoperability

by using a USB device with a built-in

new capabilities to existing devices. For

One of the main challenges for the

antenna and contactless technology that

example, this solution could allow non-

Therefore, multi-function devices like

successful implentation of contactless

supports ISO 14443, FeliCa™ and NFC.

NFC enabled handsets to benefit from a

this can help solve system integration

technology

as

Consumers can therefore create support

fully functioning NFC accessible phone,

issues and keep costs down when

required

for any of these, by simply plugging such

whereby vouchers, coupons, tickets and

upgrading pre-installed infrastructures

vary between each application and

a device into a USB port on a PC. This

product details can be conveniently

to contactless. For example, take the case

geographic region. Contactless payment

solution could be used to provide the link

accessed and transferred to either a PC

of merchant payments. When the USB

standards

to

between NFC-enabled mobile devices

or notebook . In addition, the reader can

reader is inserted into a PC or notebook

illustrate this point: In the United States,

(mobile phone/PDA) and computer or

be used for NFC-based mobile smart-

that is connected to a merchant payment

contactless payment devices issued by

web applications.

ticketing, data exchange and virtual

terminal,

the
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transit-based

is

different

are

interoperability,
standards

a

good

example
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Multi function capabilities

them, purchasing items and so on.

Sometimes

integration

Combining multiple technologies into a

provides contactless communications to

challenge is heightened when multiple

single portable and personal device is a

support the payment transactions. It can

applications are required in a single,

great way to enable such a broad set of

also facilitate contactless applications

personal device. Take the example of a

applications.

simultaniously to payment, such as

university campus: Ideally, a student

loyalty. This same technique can work

would like to use a single device

In a university campus ID application,

successfully in any application sector,

for all of their day-to-day activities;

a student could use a multi-functional

such as building access or campus

accessing

device for contactless payments at the

identity cards.

securely carrying private data with

 terminal or parking meter payment
device,

the

NFC-ready

USB

reader

the

system

information

systems

and

The ability to solve
both integration and
interoperability issues for
each contactless application
will be the essential
ingrediant to success.
In conclusion
cafeteria, access to his or her room and

The contactless market is now entering

library checkout. As a USB device with

an important phase of expansion, as

built-in smart card and secure memory

stakeholders in the many application

support, it can also provide strong

sectors, ramp-up and expand their system

authentication for access to campus PCs

infrastructures. The ability to solve both

and networks, provide digital signature

integration and interoperability issues

and encryption tools, and provide secure,

for each contactless application will be

PIN-protected portable storage for a

the essential ingredient to success.

convenient way of carrying and using
sensitive or private data.

Innovative combinations of technologies,
like those that combine the ubiquity
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The added bonus is that this technology

of

provides the same powerful combination

contactless and contact smart card

of convenience and security in a single

technologies, is a ‘smart’ way to solve

device and the flexibility for multiple

these problems, and will pave the way

applications make it easier to provide a

for rapid, large-scale growth in the use of

return on investment.

contactless technology.

The contactless movement

USB-ready

devices

with

various

m
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Z Labeling Alone
Is Not Enough

At

Dr. Alexander Koeninger, VP Business Development New Markets, SAFE ID Solutions AG

Product counterfeiting has been dramatically increasing in
recent years, which is having an extremely detrimental effect
upon clients, consumers and manufacturers alike in every
market sector – even for companies who don’t have production
facilities in the Far East. More than 90% of all known
counterfeit products have their origin in China. The fraudsters
and criminal organizations (increasingly international in
their reach) involved in such activities are taking advantage
of improvements in reproduction quality and techniques,
including counterfeit markings and security controls. Because
of this, it’s clear that new solutions and barriers are required,
especially within sensitive industrial environments.

present,

technology

used

for

prevent a product from being copied

product identification is mainly based

by a fraudster; just one original part,

on product marking. Within the current

package or item is sufficient to deliver

market, there are numerous vendors

the basis for millions of counterfeit

and suppliers of labels, holograms,

products. They are easy to copy, and as

printing solutions, DMC (Dimethyl

the superficial look and characteristics

Carbonate) and synthetic DNA etc –

of the copies are too close to the

and these solutions include packaging

original

and type plates, and in some cases,

clients and customers are not able to

also include the marking of the

recognize the small differences easily.

to

be

readily

identified,

product (object) itself. Combinations
of

randomly

constructed

security

IT-based back end processes are often
not convenient to use, due to the manual
nature of handling labels and the

Securing a product
requires a completely
secure workflow,
proper production
hardware, management
processes and
data interchange.

insufficient data management support.
Also, non-standard usage information
and activity data cannot be handled in
an automated process, which makes
it difficult for any production control
to be fully ‘automated’. Therefore,
based on experience gained from
personalization processes in passport
production,

secure

communication

features and codes (some hidden,

based on RFID technology solutions,

some barely visible), are usually based

could be an interesting alternative to

on complex mathematical equations,

standard marking and labeling.

creating a clear distinction between a
genuine original and a fake – but only

Why are industrial environments

if examined by an insider who knows

different?

what they are looking for.

Risks for the original manufacturer are,
of course, dependant upon the specific
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Contactless Security

SAFE ID Solutions AG
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What are the issues?

context. However, when analyzing the

Even though there are certain security

industrial environment in general, the

features in place, this doesn’t always

following risks are the most apparent: 

Labeling Alone Is Not Enough
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 • Brand damage;

and the BSI (German Federal Office

•	Loss of revenue (due to

for

substitution);

Information

Security)

provide

clear outlines for an increased level

• Loss of intellectual property;

of product security, identification and

• Warranty and liability issues.

authentication in the future.

In

addition,

the

use

of

fake

or

New approaches for safe industrial

inappropriate spare parts and / or

processes

consumables, can result in a system

Securing products against improper

malfunction or an inferior quality

usage is only one side of the coin –

business process.

proving what’s happened in the case
of a problem, is another. Marking

64

In certain situations, the labeling of

technologies are basically descriptive

products doesn’t help at all. Depending

and therefore uni-directional; meaning

upon the company’s product security

that information can be displayed,

strategy, industrial devices shouldn’t

but not rewritten. RFID technology

This is particularly useful in closed

safe applications, as well as delivering

work with fake components (typical

used in industrial environments (i.e.

loops, such as embedded systems,

usage data for detailed marketing and

of Key Activator Technology). For

HF, UHF), can utilize different and

that utilize consumables, which are

handling analysis. Creation, verification

example, a medical device containing

even changing encryption methods,

used offline in remote local situations,

and monitoring services are integral

valuable parts is used for certain

and can store information, such as

often where no LAN or other network

elements of this secure production

medical operations. The quality of the

times, type of usage, sterilization

connection exists. In this context,

process and require an underlying

operation ultimately depends on both

phases, voltage characteristics, etc.

the system device consumable must

software system (middleware). The

the device and the components. If a

It enhances the marking method with

ensure

authenticity

resulting service oriented architecture

fake consumable is used, there could

a bi-directional component. This is a

by itself. As RFID content is also the

must therefore provide web-based

be a potentially disastrous impact

huge advantage, as all information is

target of copying, the process itself

interfaces

upon the operation and / or the device

highly secure and can be logged on

must ‘protect’ the consumable. This

integration to clients’ centralized data

itself.

the tag for further analysis in case

can be achieved through asymmetric

structures and ERP-systems.

of warranty or liability issues, or as

encryption based PKI techniques.

Schematic software application structure with RFID technology

integrity

and

and

facilitate

easy

Although a classic “border control”

part of an incentive driven recycling

scenario doesn’t yet exist within

process. The time dimension extends

Combined with advanced security and

not only a secure ID and educated

industrial environments, the situation

the four principles of information

encryption technologies, the result will

personnel, but a completely secure

is now changing. New activities and

security – confidentiality, integrity,

be an important part of a secure and

workflow, proper production hardware,

technical regulations driven by the

availability

integrated product management system,

management

European

describing the context of usage.

ensuring high levels of security and

interchange.

Union

(FP7

framework)

Contactless Security

and

authenticity

SAFE ID Solutions AG

Therefore, securing a product requires

–
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processes

and

data
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Who’s behind?

 What are the benefits?

•	Security – to use high quality

Talking to customers, the concept

products with expected properties,

of a secure process can often cause

characteristics and functionality;

concern: What about costs, complexity

•	Lower prices – due to higher

and timelines? But the majority of

revenues

requirements

been

transaction costs. Lower fake rates

implemented in existing environments –

can lead to lower prices, due to

it’s just a question of recognizing this.

reduced contingency efforts.

have

already

and

Modular authentication systems and

would benefit from secure and reliable

processes are highly technologically

product authentication:

transparent, scalable and easy to

Available on multiple interchangeable microprocessor platforms, the new Sealys
eTravel operating system secures your supply chain management.

extend to new developments. Easy
adaptation

Now you know who’s behind.

and

integration

of

a

producers, to have the optimal

proprietary solution is the key to a

quality when using the brand and/

sustainable

or named product;

in securing an industrial product

Contactless Security

• Speeds up border control with a reading time of less than 3 seconds*
in Extended Access Control (EAC) mode
• Increases ePassport personalization throughput by leveraging record
writing performance

Gemalto's Sealys eTravel operating systems are used in more than 18 national
ePassport programs worldwide including Côte d’Ivoire, the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Denmark, France, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Singapore, Slovenia,
Sweden and the United States of America.

competitive

environment.
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Gemalto’s new Common Criteria certified Sealys eTravel operating system:

lower/absent

All participants in the value chain

•	Trust – for users, clients and

Gemalto: the fastest* ePassport

SAFE ID Solutions AG

* 2,8 seconds for a full EAC transaction with 48 KB of data, RSA 1024 and extended length (EAC test in June 2008)

advantage

www.gemalto.com

m
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Z Advanced Testing of
Inspection Systems

One of the most integral parts of

procedure for BAC ePassports and with

an ICAO compliant ePassport, is

the advanced inspection procedure for

the Secure Contactless Integrated

EAC ePassports.

By Holger Funke, Senior Consultant, HJP Consulting GmbH

Circuit (SCIC), which securely stores

Conformity plays a vital role in the area of ePassport inspection
systems, although reaching a suitable level is made difficult,
due to the number of ways in which it can be achieved. On the
one hand, test specifications can be carried out, which cover
the electrical levels, and on the other, there are crossover tests
to check the interoperability of an inspection system against
several passports. In this article we examine the different types
of conformity testing that are available and what tests should
be carried out, in order to reach complete interoperability.

biometric data within the defined

The current status of conformance

Logical Data Structure (LDS). The

testing

successful integration of an SCIC into

The

an ePassport, and the integration of a

concerning inspection systems are

Proximity Coupling Device (PCD) into

BSI-TR03105

an inspection system, depends upon

Information Security, BSI) and the RF

international

protocol and application test standard

cooperation

between

current

test

(Federal

specifications

Office

for

many companies and organizations.

The ePassport and the inspection
system

are

designed

specifically

to operate across a wide variety of
infrastructures worldwide. However,
the risk for an ePassport and inspection
system is high if the design contains a
widespread error or fault. Therefore,
it is in all parties best interests to
minimize the possibility of an error or
fault before either are officially issued.

For a fully interoperable ePassport

For a fully
interoperable ePassport
solution, it is not only
the contactless interface
and PCD hardware
that are important;
it is also fundamental that
the inspection system
complies with ISO and
ICAO standards.

solution, it is not only the contactless
interface and PCD hardware that are
important; it is also fundamental that

68
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the inspection system complies with

for ePassports – Part 4 (International

ISO and ICAO standards (e.g. ISO

Civil Aviation Organization, ICAO).

7816 and ICAO 9303). Therefore, it is

Both specifications include tests of the

necessary to verify the application part

electrical interface and the contactless

of the inspection system. This can be

ISO 14443 transmission protocol (layer

verified with the standard inspection

2-4).

Advanced Testing of Inspection Systems
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There are a number of different

ICAO standard DOC 9303, or to verify

components in the inspection system

that the optical reader can correctly

that should be tested. ICAO defines

retrieve information from the page.

the test standard for the electrical
interface of the terminal and the

The test specifications are therefore

contactless ISO 14443-transmission

seen as inadequate, as it cannot be

protocol. This section of the technical

fully guaranteed that the information

report is referred to as part 3 of the

is being correctly exchanged between

ePassport test standard and is mainly

the

based on the ISO 10373-6 standard for

highlights the current need for a test

proximity cards. It is this part, which

specification concerning the inspection

is currently being revised by Working

system – an essential step in achieving

Group 8 of the ISO/SC17 .

interoperability. The German BSI and

ePassport

and

reader.

This

the Brussels Interoperability Group
As well as the electrical communication,

(BIG) have identified this open issue,

the contents of the data page must

adding it on their agendas and to date

also

the BIG have discussed a potential

be

checked,

machine-readable

including

zone,

to

the

ensure

first version for such a specification.

that it is being correctly read by the
terminal. To date there are no test

Introduction to BSI-TR03105 part 5

specifications available to verify that a

The test specification TR03105 is

dependant upon the overall ePassport

the standard ePassport inspection

passport’s data page conforms to the

divided into layer 6 and layer 7 tests

test. In layer 6, tests are carried out

procedure (SIP) with BAC and the

on the operating system and in layer

advanced

inspection

7 tests of the data structure are in the

procedure (AIP) with EAC. In both

Step

Quality

front – however, both layers include

procedures Active Authentication (AA)

Select Application

REQUIRED

tests for Basic Access Control (BAC)

is optional (see Fig. 1).

Basic Access Control (SIP)

CONDITIONAL

and Extended Access Control (EAC)

Basic Access Control (AIP)

REQUIRED

inspection systems.

Passive Authentication

REQUIRED

Active Authentication

OPTIONAL

EAC specification TR03110 defines

• Secure messaging failure;

Chip Authentication

REQUIRED

two inspection procedures that an

• File not found;

Terminal Authentication

REQUIRED

inspection

• Unexpected end of file;

Technology Corner

HJP Consulting GmbH

Layer 6 includes such test cases as:
• BAC authentication failure;

Fig.1: Table to show requirements of test activities
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ePassport
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system

can

support.

This may include testing security

• Chip authentication failure;

mechanisms such as BAC and EAC:

• Terminal authentication failure.

Advanced Testing of Inspection Systems
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example, when a corrupted JPEG

a way forward to improve this type of
passport testing.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

has crashed the inspection system –

ISO7816_A_02

P

F

P

F

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

failures like these could be used to

ISO7816_C_03

F

-

P

-

F

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

penetrate and manipulate inspection

Ideally, the next step would be to

ISO7816_D_02

-

P

P

-

-

P

P

P

F

P

P

P

systems.

alone

replace the cross over tests with

ISO7816_E_08

-

P

P

-

P

P

P

-

-

P

P

P

ISO7816_E_11

-

P

P

-

-

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

demonstrates the need for tests that go

ePassport simulation across a variety

ISO7816_E_18

-

-

P

-

-

-

P

-

-

P

-

-

beyond the previous ‘cross over’ tests.

of countries. This would also improve

LDS_B_25

-

P

P

-

-

P

P

-

P

F

P

P

LDS_D_12

-

F

P

-

-

F

F

-

-

F

F

F

Benefits of testing with a simulator

inspection system can complete the set

LDS_F_04

-

-

P

-

P

P

P

-

-

F

P

F

This experience of interoperability

of tests throughout the development

LDS_H_37

-

-

P

-

-

F

P

-

-

P

P

P

testing,

of the inspection system, instead of

This

problem

efficiency,

Fig. 2: Table to show interoperability testing results from June 2008

clearly

demonstrates

the

as

the

vendor

of

an

necessity for inspection system tests

having to wait for cross over tests.

that take place on an application

The most important and convincing

level. With the complexity of EAC, it is

argument for ePassport simulation is

Layer 7 includes such test cases as:

Experience in interoperability

vital to use a simulated passport that

that with this type of testing it covers

• Failure in EF.COM;

testing

can read and understand all possible

a whole spectrum of configurations

• Failure in EF.SOD;

During the last interoperability test

combinations. And with the testing

that certainly would not have been

• Failure in EF.DG1 – EF.DG16;

in June 2008 at the Joint Research

in Ispra being successful, we can see

possible before.

• Failure in EF.CVCA.

Centre (JRC) in Ispra, the German BSI

m

demonstrated a subset of the new test
The test specification also defines

specification. To take into consideration

a complete data set – DG1, DG2,

the various different passport types,

DG3 and DG4 (Data Group), EF.SOD,

an ePassport simulator was developed

EF.COM – that can be used for layer

that could easily be configured with

7 tests. Based on this data set there

all kinds of passports.

are a large number of test cases

72

which use corrupted or wrong tags

It should be noted that only one

in data groups, therefore, it is almost

inspection system passed every test

impossible to achieve this number of

case – all other systems failed in at

combinations within cross over testing.

least one case. However, on a positive

Because of this, the test specification

note, the failures that did occur were

recommends the use of a software

not ‘critical’ for the system. There are

simulation to generate combinations

in some cases, failures that impact

like an ePassport simulator.

the complete inspection system, for

Technology Corner

HJP Consulting GmbH
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Z How secure is your Access
Control System?

One positive benefit, is that we have

Prox™ technology is a viable choice,

now identified a need to create a set of

especially for sites where existing Prox™

‘Best Practices’ to reduce the risks of

cards are in use. Contactless smart

Michael L. Davis, Director of Technology, Intellectual Property, HID Global

some of these media attacks. Therefore,

cards represent the next generation of

this article will focus on some of the

Prox™ technology and offer increased

methods of best practice that should

security, as well as additional benefits

be followed when choosing, installing

including a larger memory, the ability

and running an access control system.

to hold multiple applications and read

Over recent months, some questions have been raised
concerning the vulnerabilities of physical access control
systems, as some critics, with limited familiarity of the
security industry, have oversimplified the tradeoff of
convenience versus security. In some cases, the authors have
sensationalized reports and have not presented the facts in an
accurate manner.

and write functionality.
The

most

embrace

important
when

concept

best

Some manufacturers, in an attempt

practices, is that an effective security

to sell a ‘universal’ reader, capable of

system

security’

reading almost any contactless smart

system. Simply put, this involves using

card technology, actually disable all

uses

a

adopting

to

‘layered

a number of safeguards to ensure that
a security failure at one point, will
be detected at the next consecutive
point. For example, a home protected
by a burglar alarm might use both
glass break detectors and motion
detectors to detect when an intruder
gains illegal entry through a window

Contactless smart cards
represent the
next generation of
Prox™ technology,
which offers
increased security.

instead of a door.
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Choosing the right reader

of the security mechanisms in order

There are a wide variety of readers

to achieve their goal. These readers,

using different technologies offered

referred to as ‘CSN readers’, only read

by today’s manufacturers; therefore

the card’s serial number, which, as per

it is important to make sure that the

ISO standards, must not be protected

correct technology is chosen to match

by any type of ‘read’ security, since

the desired level of security. Using a

the serial number is required by the

‘good – better – best’ grading system

reader to detect if more than one card

will help make the correct choice

is presented at the same time. This

easier.

(anti-collision) process takes place 

How secure is your Access Control System?

Secure 2/08
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Communications protocol
Typically

in

access

control,

in the communications, there is less
the

reader reads a card and then sends

interoperability between the different
manufacturers.

the data to another device, which
then decides whether or not the

The best practices outlined below

door should be unlocked (upstream

will help to increase the security of

devices include panels, as well as

any

host computers running the access

by the reader to communicate with

control

software).

an upstream device. As more often

When the communication takes place

than not, the reader manufacturer is

management

communication

protocol

used

different from the panel manufacturer,
some features of the readers described
may not be supported by all panel
manufacturers.

Installing the
security system’s
wiring in conduits,
would make it
more difficult to
compromise without
being noticed.

Protect the wiring
Installing

the

security

system’s

wiring in conduits, would make it
more difficult to compromise without
being noticed, due to the difficulty
of identifying the correct conduit, as
well as the additional time required
to adjust the wiring within. Even if
the entire length of wire is not fully
enclosed in conduit, just using conduit

 before the card and reader mutually
authenticate each other.

Because

76

ISO

specifications

using wires, there are many different

on the most vulnerable areas is

the serial number of a contactless

methods to choose from. The most

certainly desirable. Bundling several

smart card.

popular and de facto industry standard

wire runs together (ideally in conduit)

is the Wiegand Protocol. This protocol

makes the identification of the correct

are

Ranking these three types of readers

became very popular, as nearly all

set of wires more difficult and is also

publicly available, details of how the

from the lowest to the highest level of

reader

a recommended approach (follow the

anti-collision process works can be

security would be: CSN readers, Prox™

universally support it. Although more

manufacturer’s

accessed and used by a perpetrator to

readers, and contactless smart card

modern protocols such as RS485, F/2F,

guidelines – especially as it may not be

build a device, which clones (simulates)

readers (using mutual authentication).

and TCP/IP offer increased security

recommended for some wiring, such 

Technology Corner
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and

panel

manufacturers

How secure is your Access Control System?

official

installation
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 as power, to be in the same conduit

without causing damage to the screws,

is tampered with. If possible, use the

the upstream device. This can also be

as data communications wires). It is

which may be noticed – especially as

correct electrical polarity so that a

used to detect when the wires are cut

also particularly important to protect

policy dictates that readers should be

tamper signal will also be generated if

and does not require any additional

the wiring from external readers that

examined on a periodic basis. It also

the wires are cut. Another method is

equipment. If the periodic messages

maybe located at the entrance to a

has the effect of making the removal

to insert an extra pair of wires that are

are set to occur faster than it would take

premise.

process more difficult by slowing it

connected together through a resistor

to install a rogue device (ideally 1 per

down, which may mean that the attack

at the reader. This additional loop can

second), then the panel would certainly

will be noticed.

be monitored by the panel using a

notice the interruption. Monitoring

technique called ‘supervision’, which

health

Avoid the use of readers with built-in
connectors that make it easier to

also

provides

swap a reader, and avoid the use of

Prevention using Anti-Passback

can detect if wires are cut, shorted, or

additional benefits, as it will also

wirenut connectors, which connect

It is also recommended to program the

any other characteristic of the wires

help to detect reader malfunctions –

the reader wire pigtails to the panel

access control host software so that

are changed.

it is better to know when a reader is not

wiring. Instead, connect the wires in

it refuses access to a cardholder who

a more secure and permanent manner,

is already ‘inside’ the facility. This

Remember to immediately investigate

for example, by soldering with shrink-

mechanism, sometimes referred to as

tamper alarms, even if they are brief –

wrap tubing to cover the connections.

‘anti-passback’, is already available

it is possible to detect the perpetrator

in many access control systems. This

in action, or to find a ‘foreign’ device

feature however, requires two readers

that has been installed to intercept

at the door – an ‘in’ reader and ‘out’

and

reader. Another security benefit of

between the reader and upstream

using anti-passback, is that it prevents

device. If the reader is controlling a

a user from passing his/her card to

sensitive location, also have it and

others following behind, which is more

the door closely monitored by CCTV.

commonly known as ‘tailgating’.

Some access control systems can

Remember to
immediately investigate
tamper alarms,
even if they are brief.

working before somebody complains!

monitor

automatically
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messages

the

communications

switch

the

viewing

Detection – the second line in

monitor to the door with the tamper

defense

alarm, as well as tag the video history

It is advisable to buy readers with a

log with the event, so that it can be

Use security screws

tamper detection mechanism that

reviewed later.

Always utilize security screws that

gives a signal if, for example, the

require special tools to remove a reader

reader has been removed from the

Many reader manufacturers also have

and other security components. If the

wall. Almost every panel manufacturer

the capability of sending ‘health’

correct tool is not available, then it is

provides the ability to monitor this

messages

nearly impossible to remove the reader

alarm signal and report when a reader

Alive’ messages) on a periodic basis to

Technology Corner
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Mind the cards
A

perpetrator

reported by the host access control
may

use

illegally

system with wrong formats, wrong

obtained cards for fraudulent purposes.

site codes, or out of the range should

A common way of doing this is to claim

be immediately investigated.

that a card was lost when it really
wasn’t, so it is important to make sure

It is also advisable to use a proprietary

that the old card is voided immediately.

format that is offered by an OEM or

Another way for a perpetrator to

one that is exclusive to a particular

fraudulently obtain cards is through

site. Cards with these formats are

the ‘gray’ market including eBay®, or

virtually impossible to obtain illegally,

even legitimate card resellers.

in comparison to the industry standard
open 26-bit Wiegand format. Some
manufacturer’s readers can even be

 For converged physical access control

a facility, as a PIN is also required. It is

practices to prevent this. Firstly, make

set to ignore ‘foreign’ cards completely,

systems and logical access control

suggested that you should change any

sure that only officially issued cards

which will also present an obstacle

systems, ‘geographic’ monitoring is

PIN / password periodically to increase

are valid; do not have any spare cards

when trying to use a fraudulent card.

also available. If for example, a person

the level of security.

pre-validated and ready to hand out.

has just come in through a door at a

80

There are several methods of best

Some access control systems can

In conclusion

site in London, but is also apparently

Biometric readers help ensure that the

generate a specific message other than

This is only a small sample outlining

trying to log into his/her computer

person presenting the card, is actually

‘denied’, for card number ranges that

the methods of best practice, and there

in Paris, this anomaly is detected.

the same person that was issued with

have not yet been issued and entered

are many that we have not discussed,

Another benefit of converged systems

it and this can be used at doors where

into the system.

such as the use of security mechanisms

is that they do not allow a person to

a higher level of security is required.

log onto his/her computer if their card

A similar solution is to use hand-held

When an illegally obtained card is

tamper evident technologies including

has not been used at the reader. This

biometric fobs that only emit RFID card

used, if the message generated by

asking employees not to wear their

simple restriction will force people

data after a biometric authentication

the access control system was ‘card

badges in prominent view when outside

into a habit and encourage them not to

has occurred. These types of devices,

out of range’, it should signal a need

the premises; the use of RFID shield

tailgate when they are denied access

available from companies like Privaris,

for investigation to the supervisor.

devices, and much more. However, by

during the computer ‘log-on’ process.

actually help to increase privacy and

Similarly, cards using a different

following as many of these methods as

cannot be surreptitiously read without

data format that are reported as

possible, with specific and specialized

Use additional factor authentication

the user’s permission, as the access

‘unrecognized’, in addition to those

attention to the appropriate levels of

The use of card readers with built-in

control credential cannot be read until

with the wrong facility code, are also

security required, the result will be a

keypads means that lost cards cannot

the biometric authentication process

indications that the card may not be

system that better fulfills and meets

be picked up and simply used to enter

has taken place.

genuine. Therefore, any messages

its intended function and objective.
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Z A New Security Concept
For The Next Decade

Efforts for
security

Resistance

Upcoming Attacks

Dr. Peter Laackmann Senior Principal, Product Security and Marcus Janke, Principal,
Product Security, Infineon Technologies AG

Today’s Attacks

While hardware security concepts for smart card
microcontrollers have seemingly stagnated over the last
few years, all manufacturers have in fact been seeking new
solutions, as the variety and also the effectiveness of new
attacks have drastically increased.

Time
Fig. 1: New Attacks and Countermeasures – The Cost Spiral

Top

experts

are

by

If a new product family is to be

maintaining conventional protection

designed, the planned and anticipated

methods,

definitely

lifetime must be kept in mind at all

increase dramatically over the long

times. Using the example of electronic

term. Therefore, the development of

passport chips, it is clear that from the

a comprehensive and truly scalable

design of a particular product to the

security concept was needed to fulfill

end of its lifetime in the field, a span

the requirements of the next decade

of ten to fifteen years could easily

(see Fig. 1).

pass. Therefore, when designing a

costs

aware

would

that

new product family, one must carefully
Attacks and Countermeasures – A

consider how much additional efforts

Cost “Spiral”

the planned security level would cause

Many

rumors

abound

concerning

security requirements over the next

today to provide security in five, ten or
even fifteen years time.

few years, but only a professional
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The security level achievable by a

the future of attacks and suitable

specific design, can be derived from its

countermeasures.

resistance against attack scenarios – 
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 both known and unknown. The

being the most popular attack form

controllers. As optical fault attacks

can be developed that even allow a

resistance against known attacks will

in the last years, have diversified into

were made public in 2002, appropriate

circumvention of sensors, no matter

provide the security level today, while

methods using electrical impulses

countermeasures

already

how these sensors are working and

the resistance against future attacks

(“Spike Attacks”), frequency variations

integrated into Infineon products.

where they are situated. Infineon

may provide information about the

(“Glitch

radiation

Nevertheless, the public disclosure of

recently researched the efficiency of

security level of the same product in

(“Optical Attacks”), thermal transients

the new attack method by a security

alpha radiation attacks that can be

the future. Therefore, in order to gain

(“Temperature Attacks”) and even

research laboratory, caused a certain

utilized to compromise the security

a comprehensive overview, attacks

radioactive sources (“Alpha Radiation

amount of panic in the smart card

of

from the past, present and even the

Attacks”). Each method, in turn, can

industry, as not all chip manufacturers

card controllers. Such alpha radiation

future should be given the utmost

be used in a large variety of scenarios.

were properly prepared, and some

attacks were meanwhile discussed

consideration.

Nevertheless, every year a multitude

products available in the market lacked

in the public domain, and, in turn,

of new methods are researched and

the necessary countermeasures.

today are utilized as a part of security

Attacks”),

laser

were

applied against security devices.

Comprehensive
investigations into
optical fault
indication attacks
started in the
early 90’s.

of

smart

the

countermeasures,

working

against

specific

only

certification of such devices.

attack

countermeasures that are available in

methods, are primarily useful against

The actual and future attacks applied

today’s products do not cover the attack

attack methods that are already known

by

class itself, but instead only focus on

or anticipated – but this may lead to

test laboratories and, of course, by

specific varieties. In reality, this means

the remaining risk of attacks that are

attackers, are mainly characterized by

that for counteracting Fault Induction

not foreseen, even by top experts.

their local application, which means

Attacks, many conventional smart card

Therefore,

orientated

that the complete chip is not targeted,

Attacks against the hardware used in

controllers comprise specific detectors

concepts that are targeting the next

but only small areas or even single

smart card and security controllers can

for each known particular scenario –

decade of security controllers, must be

transistors. Now, as attacks become

be assigned to three main classes:

for example voltage detectors against

based on comprehensive approaches.

locally focused, the complete chip

•	Fault

spike attacks, temperature detectors

Induction

(Semi-Invasive)

all

future

internal

evaluation,

external

can no longer be protected by global

against temperature variation attacks

Strategies and Architectures

sensors. In the conventional approach,

• Side Channel (Observing) Attacks;

and light detectors against optical

Infineon’s own security laboratories

area-localized countermeasures would

• Physical (Manipulating) Attacks.

attacks.

have always placed a major emphasis

have to be applied, which further

on researching what will appear

drives up the costs.

Attacks;

These
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many

sensor-protected

evaluations that are needed for the
Specific

Interestingly,

purely

three

attack

classes

are

Comprehensive

investigations

into

next in terms of extended, or even

populated with many thousands of

optical fault induction attacks started

different types of specific attacks,

in the early 90’s, leading to the

and even with combinations of these.

integration of light sensor networks

Investigations show that in the near

security of smart card products that

Fault Induction Attacks, for example,

into

future,

rely mainly on sensor security, but 
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concepts could not only endanger the
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SLE 66PE Family

SLE 88P Family

SLE 78 Family

	Sensor-Based security		Error detection mechanism

Fig. 2: Evolution of protection methods over time

 could also endanger the cost element
of such products, as immense amounts

error and decide whether it can be

that could have been introduced to

repaired (operation continues) or it is

try an attack. The “trap system”

stopped. If both parts of the DNA are

distinguishes between approximately

broken, the “operation” is stopped.

50 different error scenarios, such as

The nucleus of a cell is a protected,

bus access errors, illegal CPU states,

self-contained

illegal address or code configurations,

encoded information. A cell, despite its

memory access violations and many

biological building material, is highly

more. While a “Level Concept” enforces

robust. It is usually fully automated,

strict separation of application code,

but can be controlled by external

the “Portal” mechanisms even allow

means to serve its requirements.

environment,

using

of errors before they could cause harm

secure links between different code

to the chip security (see Fig. 2).

modules. In total, for the SLE 88 family,

The

the percentage of error detection based

new product family for the next

security has risen to about 50%.

decade was how to project nature’s

of sensor elements would have to be

challenge

in

designing

a

introduced. Furthermore, if a security

The SLE 66PE family was equipped

system was to be only sensor-based,

from scratch with error detection codes

irrespective of which attack medium a

(EDC) for the non-volatile memory.

For the new SLE 78 family, the

world of semiconductor technologies.

hacker would choose, the right sensor

Hardware

percentage

error-detection

Fortunately, on a macro level, biology

must be present in nearly every part of

internal states, e.g. bus systems and

based security will be dramatically

and microprocessor technology are

the chip. Even for amateurs, it quickly

CPU functionalities, were additionally

increased.

both based on codes and protected

becomes clear that a comprehensive

integrated. Nevertheless, as extensive

security system cannot be purely

sensor protection is present, one

The new security concept, which is

possible to transfer some of the natural

sensor-based.

could say that the security of an SLE

applied in this product family for the

security features into smart card chips. 

66PE chip relies about 80% on the

very first time, was inspired by the

Smart card security controllers must

integrated sensors, leaving 20% for

most effective security mechanism in

be designed for a security lifetime of

error detection.

nature – the information storage and

checks

for

the

protection

chip’s

of

For the SLE 88 family, error detection

Every living cell contains a DNA

move in the direction of error-detecting

capabilities

significantly

double helix, where information is

circuits

in

increased. The large memory blocks

stored and retrieved on request, and

security controllers. Instead of setting

(RAM, ROM, EEPROM) were fully

this information must be protected.

up legions of sensors against every

covered with error detection codes.

This

possible threat, a new and innovative

And even more interestingly, a so-

checking security – if one part of the

barrier was set up – the identification

called

DNA is broken, the cell can detect the

their

utilization

Technology Corner

into

the

protection in live cells (see Fig. 3).

90’s, Infineon had already decided to

and

mechanisms

program execution – and indeed it was

many years. Therefore, back in the
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operating system to identify errors

were

“trap-system”

enables
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CORE

Memory

Memory Bus

Memory
Encryption
Decryption
Unit

Error
Detection
Unit

Cache
Post Failure
Detection

CPU1
Comparator
CPU2

controller will be equipped with full

much higher importance in the future

encryption over the complete core and

for security certification, compared

memories, leaving no plain data on the

to today. The prediction of security

chip (see Fig. 5).

behavior

Error detection in the
smart card covering
the complete data path

by

mathematical

means

allows truly scalable security, making

The two CPUs utilize full hardware

security evaluation and certification

encrypted calculation, with different

more efficient and reliable.

secret keys used in both of the
CPUs – for the first time ever in a

Fig. 4: Full Error Detection

For example, fault attack simulations

commercial

smart

card

controller.

and their effects on the complete

This is only possible as the CPUs have

 Three main principles combined in

enables relevant attack scenarios to

system can now be modeled and

been implemented from the start by

close synergy, are utilized in Infineon’s

be detected, whereas other conditions

evaluated before the silicon prototypes

Infineon, allowing the integration

security concept called the “Integrity

that would not lead to an error, would

are even available. Tests using real

of

Guard”.

mainly be ignored. All memories are

attack conditions have already shown

memories are completely encrypted:

included in a comprehensive Error

that the mathematical models are

For the memory blocks RAM, ROM,

Integrity Guard´s Full Error Detection

Detection System, which protects the

correct. Digital security features, in

EEPROM and FLASH, a strong block-

For the first time, a smart card security

complete data path from CPUs through

contrast to analog technologies, do not

cipher hardware encryption engine has

controller will be equipped with a

the buses to the memories and also

require calibration or adjustment. They

been utilized, which also protects the

full error detection capability for the

back to the CPUs. Needless to say,

are not process dependant and their

memory bus systems. Mathematical

complete data path (see Fig. 4).

standard CPU cores must NOT be

efficiency can be simulated before

methods enable re-ciphering from

used in advanced security controllers.

integration and also easily tested. The

the memory encryption system to

Therefore, both CPU implementations

robustness

the encrypted CPU itself to be done

controllers will comprise two CPUs in

were

parameters is very high.

every chip. The dual-CPU approach

Infineon, allowing full control over all

allows error detection in real time, even

internal functions. Even the cache is an

It should be noted that for the first time

buses are protected using dynamically

while processing. Both CPUs deliver

active part of Error Detection – which is

in a smart card security controller, two

changing keys – but for the SLE 78

their calculation results independently

essential, as cache based attacks will

CPUs are being used and both CPUs

family, even some peripherals work

from each other. A comparator detects

become a major threat for smart card

are now able to perform encrypted

in encrypted modes. For example,

whether a calculation was performed

security in the near future. The error

calculations, enabled by a feature

the new crypto coprocessor “SCP”

without errors, or if an erroneous

detection system was mathematically

called Full Encryption.

(Symmetric

calculation was made, e.g. under attack

modeled and therefore its protection

conditions. In the case of an error, an

functionalities

alarm is instantly issued. This concept

This simulation and mathematical

The

88

modeling of security systems will be of

SLE

78

family
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of
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designed

from

can

be

scratch

by

environmental

encrypted

operations.

All

without exposing cleartext. Just like
today’s product families, peripheral

Crypto

Processor

for

Triple-DES and AES) utilizes internal,

simulated.
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against
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 presence of secret plaintext inside

automatically routed and checked. An

important parts of the chip. Indeed,

intelligent shielding algorithm finishes

significant mathematical efforts were

the chip’s layers, providing the final

required to develop this non-plaintext,

so-called “Active I2-shield”, building

full-encryption concept, but, there is

a

no doubt that this development will

conventional “Active Shield” concept

show

protection

and the new capabilities, that are

potential in the light of upcoming

now available due to the development

advanced attacks, such as microcoil-

efforts in security routing tools.

its

unchallenged

successor

to

EEPROM
FLASH

Infineon’s

The future in security

CPU

Peripheral.
e.g.
CRYPTO

Peripheral Bus System

ROM

Strong block cipher
encryption for
memories including
their buses

Infineon is strongly committed to

Full encrypted
CPU with encrypted
calculation

Dynamic peripheral
bus encryption

Fig. 5: Full Encryption throughout the chip

Integrity Guard´s Signal

creating values that in a global

Protection

market are needed to turn ideas into

that would not be harmful for the chip,

classes of attacks, it is much easier for

about

products. The new comprehensive

would in most cases not influence the

customers to utilize these protection

signal protection, is to reduce the

Integrity Guard security concept is

proper functionality.

mechanisms and take advantage of

attractiveness of signals for an attacker.

now finalized and was put to the test –

This is done by full encryption –

not only by mathematical modeling

Today,

providing

encrypted signals are of no use to the

and simulation, but also by real

means

significant

attacker; neither for manipulating

product integration. Important parts

both time and money – not only for

to an extent that was previously

them,

of the new systems have already been

the chip manufacturer, but also for

unknown in the market, the new

Nevertheless, for every design there

introduced

the application developers. Adding

SLE 78 controller family will include

are some signals that are of more

clearly showing their advantages in

security

customer-friendly security, combined

importance than others, so a new

current applications.

ity in typical applications. The new

with

concept will change this viewpoint

comes the disadvantages of analog

The

most

important

nor

for

part

eavesdropping.

into

today’s

this holistic concept.

products,

Infineon-specific shielding concept,
combined
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Memory Bus System

RAM

based localized DEMA (Differential
Electromagnetic Analysis).

Dynamic Key Generator

MED

perfect

True Random Number Generator

with

intelligent

often

security

usually

investment

decreases

in

flexibil-

Utilizing

a

digital

robust

security

design

features

that

over-

secure

The highly rugged design of the new

drastically: Most security features

protection technologies. Full on-chip

wiring, has been introduced. The

SLE 78 family allows its use even in

in the SLE 78 family are automated.

encryption,

development of specific, Infineon-

difficult

Excessive

Customer friendly security means

and full error detection capabilities

proprietary tools for intrinsic secure

deviations

operational

that the security features are easy to

over the complete core architecture,

design, plays an important role for this

range are detected, although this

use and provide trustful relationships

provide the trust for easy customer

class of security features. The electrical

measurement is not over-sensitive.

between chip manufacturer, smart

mask certification. Infineon considers

signal lines inside the chips are rated

The digital features do not need

card

end-customer.

security not only as a means to an end,

concerning their relevance, and on the

adjustment or calibration, making the

As the countermeasures used in the

but as the ultimate principle and value-

basis of this classification they are

chip even more robust. Conditions

new security concept cover complete

added of the smart card industry.
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Z The 21st Century
Global eCitizen
By Christian Kast, Senior Marketing Manager, charismathics GmbH

From setting the alarm clock at home, to entering a hotel room
in another country, it is fair to say that today’s business traveler
uses more than 25 digital identities on their journey. But how
can this be made easier for the traveler?

In the 21st century, planning foreign
travel is not just about creating a
packing list, finding your suitcase and
remembering your travel documents.
Traveling in today’s world also requires
thinking about applications such as
Health, Identification, Payment and
Mobile Security – things that people
from previous centuries were not even
aware of! But for today’s business
traveler it is crucial to carry a passport,
health insurance card, mobile phone,
notebook and a method of internationally
accepted payment(e.g. credit card) on
their person.
The principles of PKI
Public key infrastructure (PKI) is a
system of cryptology, that enables the
issuing, distribution and inspection
of digital certificates. The certificates
issued within a PKI are used to secure
computer communication, and with
the help of asymmetric cryptography,
digital messages can be both signed
and encrypted. PKI-secured systems
cannot be easily broken into, as for each
encrypted transmission, the sender also
needs the public key of the recipient,
which could be dispatched via email
or be downloaded from a web page.
However, a guarantee is required to
confirm that the key does in fact belong
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within the trust

to the recipient, and that the transaction
is not fraudulent. Therefore, digital
certificates are used, which confirm
the integrity of the public key and other
parameters, such as validity and type of
use, amongst others.

= n x Middlewares

= 1 x CSSI Universal
Platform

Fig. 1: The solutions available across multiple applications

The digital certificate is also protected
by a digital signature, which can be
authenticated by the public key of the
issuer. In order to check the integrity
of the issuer itself, an additional public
key is also used. This way a chain of
digital certificates is created within any
PKI, whereby the integrity of the public
key at one level, can be validated by
the public key at the next higher level.
Such a chain of certificates is called a
“validation path” or “certification path”,
however the communication between
the partners relies upon the last level in
this chain, which is usually referred to as
the “root certificate”.

environment. Therefore, each individual
comes into contact with the exchange
of certificates that in turn, generate a
secure certificate authority.
Of course, this does not only affect
individuals themselves; enterprises
also have a very strong need to protect
specific areas against unauthorized
access. Companies and organizations are
now securing access to buildings with
specialized hardware (e.g. smart cards),
as well as adding security features to
their employees’ notebooks in order to
make sure that places and information
that may be privileged, stay secure and
for authorized personnel only.

All operations in eHealth, eIdentification,
ePayment and Mobile Security follow
this technical principle. It does not
matter if somebody is faced with using
an insurance card in their home country
or abroad, showing their ID card at
an airport, or using their debit card
at the ATM; all scenarios follow the
same process within a specific PKI-

charismathics GmbH

The 21st century global eCitizen
It is becoming increasingly common to
carry lots of cards these days, and even
to take them on vacation or business
travel. However, with a variety of cards
in use and a range of differing PIN codes

Secure 2/08

The 21st Century Global eCitizen

all having to be memorized, quite often a
PIN code will be forgotten or mixed up,
or the specific card required is not inside
the purse/wallet. And with the number
of hardware devices (e.g. tokens, smart
cards, USB-sticks, etc.) continuing to
increase, due to the development of
different security measures, there will
no doubt be even more devices and
PIN numbers to be remembered in the
future!
But what if it was possible to create an
environment where the exchange of
sensitive data would be “state-of-theart”? What if it were possible to create
a security standard that fits all the
demands of modern-day living, whilst
simultaneously
being
independent
from any other hardware device being
used? Basically, to enable the end user
to use their health insurance card at
Singapore airport, to identify themselves
at a cash-point in San Francisco with 
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 their ePassport from Germany, or buy
souvenirs at a Paris train station with
their English Maestro Card – all at the
highest security level and world-wide. Is
this possible, or just science fiction?
Embracing innovative technology
IT security and identity management
software is now available across the
world. Leading edge technology enables
identity management schemes to reduce
their overall costs, to introduce open
interface standards and to serve multiple
tasks within a one-stop shop solution –
whilst also ensuring both flexibility and
usability of millions of users around the
globe (see Fig. 1).

data-controlled world, each 21st century
“eCitizen” should be able to reliably
prove their identity in countries around
the world. All of us are already used to
pulling money from any ATM, regardless
of the bank or the country we are in. And
thus, as not all of us even think about
it – technology implementation has
almost stood still for the last 20 years.
It is completely natural for us to employ
all manner of different services, but
in the end, a lot of this is based on line
availability and the good old magnetic
stripe. Both the issuer and user would
reap the associated rewards of a change
here. The technology is ready – let’s start
m
to use it in the real world.

Z SLE 78 security controller
family: maintaining a
competitive advantage
Dr. Heiner Fuhrmann, Senior Manager Product Marketing, Government Identification,
Infineon Technologies AG

There’s an old Chinese saying that states; “When the winds
of change blow, build windmills, not windbreaks”. Changes
often take place when the need to address new opportunities,
such as high-profile projects and emerging applications, arise.
Alternatively, changes can be made in response to challenges
from the outside, such as new security threats. Whatever the
reason, change often yields a competitive edge; however their
development can be both expensive and time consuming.
Today the “winds of change are blowing”, especially within
highly demanding smart card-based applications such as
Payment and Identification.

PKI – the next hype for value added
services
Whether national authorities, banks or
other service providers are using PKItechnology, all of them appreciate a
universal platform for many reasons. It
means to them not only a higher security
level for all transactions, but specifically
a much larger service for their customers
and/or users. Unfortunately, this is not
the reality today. In a highly-complex and

Infineon wants to put smart card solution
providers in the driver’s seat. Facilitating
change has been one of our targets for a
long time. But never has this principle
guided us as thoroughly as in the
conception and development of our new
SLE 78 security controller family.
The SLE 78 family includes five layers of
innovation and value:
•	Versatility – to address a large variety
of applications, on one common
hardware platform;
•	Ease of implementation – to ensure
availability to software developers
and yield unrivalled R&D efficiency;
•	Contactless excellence – to enable
convenient user interaction in the
field and further facilitate system
integration;
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•	Long term sustainability – in terms
of platform concept and architecture,
enabling robust products and nearly
unlimited reuse of development
modules. A highly adaptive next
generation security concept that makes
all these innovations possible, even
in a demanding environment with
constantly evolving attack scenarios.
Secure smart card solutions for Payment
and Identification are complex systems
composed of numerous elements,
including secure controllers, software,
modules,
inlays,
personalization
processes, life cycle management
systems, public key infrastructures and
others. In order to deliver innovative
functionality and high quality in a
competitive way, each contributor has 
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 to rely heavily on all of the suppliers
involved in the project. Each element
has to meet the overall requirements and
standard of the entire project and spare
other contributors along the chain the
effort of fixing loopholes that stem from
other areas of responsibility.
As the secure controller is at the root of
the whole value chain and is responsible
for several indispensable core functions,
the expectations in terms of quality
and sustainability are paramount. This
is further heightened in relation to
government ID projects, where public
authorities replace paper documents
with electronic tokens, whilst expecting
the same durability with enhanced
security.
The architecture of the SLE 78 family
has been designed to provide a robust
smart card platform for decades to come.
The security concept ‘Integrity Guard’,
for example, directly detects induced
faults in the memories or the CPU, and
no longer relies on security sensors that
cover paths for physical attacks, such as
light or voltage pulses. As a result of this,
new sensors will not be required to fight
against new kinds of fault attacks that
might be invented in the future.
‘Integrity Guard’ is just one piece of the
puzzle that together contributes to the
SLE 78 family setting a new benchmark
in the design of high quality, flexible
smart card platforms.. The architecture
as a whole is designed so that hardware
adaptations – in response to changing
market requirements, such as new
communication interfaces – can be
easily integrated, whilst keeping the
development of software consistent and
continuing the use of formerly developed
software libraries.

 Inspectron

proximity HF standards (ISO 14443 A/
B, ISO 18092, Mifare® emulation), in a
manner that allows for the provision of
highly robust contactless applications.

Track and Trace Solutions
By Allan Harle, Chairman, Inspectron Holdings Plc

Product development has to be both
flexible and effective to succeed in
challenging and constantly evolving
markets and Infineon have therefore
strived to ensure that the SLE 78
functionality
is
easily
accessible
to developers. As the architecture
is designed to last for many years,
development costs can be capitalized to
a much higher extent than on traditional
smart card controller platforms. The SLE
78 product family also has a number of
mechanisms to facilitate the development
of
sophisticated
software.
Thus,
software developers can concentrate on
generating value for their end customers
and do not have to invest an excessive
amount of time in mastering complicated
hardware.

Inspectron
specializes
in
the
development, supply and support of
Track and Trace solutions for the security
print industry. The solutions include
visual (camera-based) and RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) techniques,
combined with real-time decision and
database recording.

Inspectron has built a suite of solutions
for ePassport production, and together
with its partner UNOMATIC of Japan,
has supplied multiple installations
at high volume ePassport production
sites around the world (outside Europe,
the company trades under the name
Formscan).

Wherever intelligent documents, such
as smartcard based ePassports and ID
cards are produced, there is a need for
security and production management
to reconcile every item, good or bad,
from input of materials to delivery of the
finished batches. Things can go wrong,
whether due to operator, materials or
machine errors and these errors need to
be tracked.

The SLE 78 family provides the most
comprehensive foundation for the
development of secure smart card
applications and will significantly
decrease the total cost of ownership
over the whole smart card application
lifecycle. The security concept ‘Integrity
Guard’ will set a new industry standard,
as it is the only sustainable answer to
current and future attack scenarios.
With SLE 78 you will be able to grasp the
market opportunities in changing times
and establish a distinct competitive
m
advantage.

No two operations are identical in this
new world of intelligent documents and
often the customer needs to evolve a
new production technique in the light
of experience and changing customer
demands.
Inspectron offers standard solutions,
together with a project and customizing
service, to help the client identify and
account for sensitive areas of production.
After sales support is a critical component
to the full solution, together with our
desire for continuous improvement.

See page 82 for more details about the
SLE 78 family security features.

In terms of communication interfaces,
the SLE 78 already meets all smart card
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Inspired by Nature

The New Gold Standard for Hardware Security
EXTEND YOUR LEAD WITH INTEGRITY GUARD – the new
security concept oﬀered by the innovative SLE 78 family elevates
you to a new level of security and ﬂexibility:
Makes your developments easier
Shortens your product’s time to market
Provides longer lifecycles for your products
Adapts itself automatically to future threats
We would like to invite you to ﬁnd out everything you want to
know about Inﬁneon’s new SLE 78 security controller family and
its brand new security concept Integrity Guard – inspired by nature.
For further product information please visit our website or contact
us directly.

[ www.inﬁneon.com/SLE78 ]

